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Expert, s Name: leJ1r f-k(/if ( Suey rYkc.o.or-0'11 

PART A 

Injured resource C lJ/Jroc t ./.ro,J 

rPw&
_J.J 

Date: tj ~G '92 

Gre€/1 Fs /<>-"J 
esL,..,1 

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-oiled) 'po~. "- <270.,.,rn 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

[Metric used = ] 

30.0 IPM~~ survtvo.J 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a sinqle estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent) /OO 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ;oo% 
Lower zoZ/ 

; 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

f ~0a7 J 
Expected time to recovery (yrs) IS l~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper (~ 
Lower a L 

Assumptions? . 

Habitat: Gro ouaL~ is ~c-od, 
J~ dJ,t<~J Jnq{(""J \-, & hcL',h,i: 

Disturbance: 



Harvest (mortality): ~s ~ ''J le.-ef •> c~sl.,,.t a-l to% 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are _making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 
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PART B 

option ( suboption) under consideration k?crea5-€ fi.jlu-; es rne/'a. Zfl.c::.(c} i 
. t7 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide-a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) I tJ 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper lao 
Lower ]Wl 7o% 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 6 1996 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ ~/~2~---
Lower t 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration 
influence this estimate?) 

Mu-IYJrne (Y]D.x: •rniP"1 svJ kr~e~ y,'.e.ld 
fi-5hc.~\~ o.rro; 1 C1ccil55 1 

~,,.o 

such as the level of 
or number of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

We are h-&bnfj ft,,5 flow ~ wr-lJ, He Y(J_ ks~I(J cloJure , 
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PART~ . , 

ve that the habitat which is protected by this option 
or the resource? (Yes or No) 

are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scena~o where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your si le best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the ass ptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated 

Please try to quantify\your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that t}\e actual impact will fall · outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effec 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat ~rt 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inle~ 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 

option to be different 

B for other areas if 
Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) j0¥rep./ Uncertainty (%) ~ rO.% 

Assumptions? 

We cl"" ·~ b w W~<>~ +k rxrr y l nc!j' CJ>.f D C! ~ So do 
~ no~ ~ow \,cvJ Y'1J c ~ CCYJ ~e Cld ~<' ~ . 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 1007 ••• ) . 

w.~ 01" wM.o..~t- f 1~11 - /r[)r(fi wdl he<ve c}oJQJre.J 1""1ay be r>'"le:e Q:HJJ.eryO,Hw_ 

~c)~ fL"-1, . 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ___ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _______ _ 
Lower _____ _ 

Assumptions ••• 

S' 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration l.j-Jak c,ac.dc~l a:.L/1f-'· 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery(%) /OOil 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper too% 
Lower ~ . i 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 13 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ /~~------
Lower __ ~C~J·~------

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) L ; , k \ I \ 

I \ \/1 r IJ \ J to j """ ocr ,._,~o.t>. 
fis5vry'Jr k crl - rfte__r~ w' l\ ~a y-o tvr--rLe.r ~, ' v- - . I 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

/ 
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PART C 

Do you beli~ve that the habitat which is protecte~ by this option 
is limiting~or the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habit~s are not currently limiting, ould you- imagine a 
realistic see rio where they may b~ome lim ing? If so, pleas~ 
provide your ingle best-judgement estimat (in percent) of the 
potential impa on the resource if this op on is not implemented. 
(Consider the ssumptions used to estim e the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated 

Please try to quan~fy your uncert~nty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance tha~ the actual jmpact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions: 
\, 
', 
'" " "' " Is there reaso to expect the eff t~· of this option to be different 

outside of P nee William Sound? 
If so, how? {Note: repea art B for other areas if 

necessary. Divisions = KenaijCook In ; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Pr'nce William Sound} ' 

0-. 

PARTE 
.If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

~o. 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

() 
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PnTB 1 
Option (suboption) under consideration rUO{) £ rvoJe loads 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide-a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) 10 Q 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper /00 
Lower ZQ.2'a 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would . you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ ~1~3._ __ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ___ fl~~---
Lower __ ~~,· ~-----

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?J.) 

We. eve o~S~'(J l':h ~~ im(a S 

rrfVork landS IY) w0j(rfYJ? (LJ s/ 
o.-- drwely~ / "/1 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~0' 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected py this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes~r~o) Jrmf~~t 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ____ -~1~0~0~--------

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall · outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ______ ~---
Lower ::::J.aQ {? !P cerJ...,7 ~,J los5) 

Assumptions: fully J~elc('~ \~s o..J. fvlc::reGs-e..b o.cce~,s c/' kc.{ffc.. 
wlL o:v\d drtve ~ f;ovla.~ fYl +e ~nok <VL 

c 

"" 

Is there reas~to e 
outside of Pr ~oe Wai 

thi)Vi)pt~~ · 
~ for other areas if . 

necessary. · sions If~o, w? 

and/or Pr ce w lliam 
Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

PARTE 
. If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

l\\o 

;(} 

-



'. 
summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will ,be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration ' option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100J ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ______ _ 

Assumptions ••• 

(I 

0 

( "' ~' 

~ 



~B I 
option (suboption) under consideration Sf0QI Jes~no. "ti <YlJ 

Based on your scientific understanding, please prov de a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) /00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper too 
Lower 2Q 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ ~/~3~---

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper_L..:I ~~-
Lower Ct/ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

WoJ~ ,J- 1~ So resk~ as .Jo ("""~t Kstncr 
hlJ~ fr<WUl~ ~rk.v- dea-c,~~K""' 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

c 

l_~ . 

~e o.re I :+UQ_ ~Q.SoQA ~~Q WlfDl 
vfl<>,f\h 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could - you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) · 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall · outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
. If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

11 

,.-,. 
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... . 
summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the . rate o/Jt~e~;~ o::e:if qrer? 
What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum I of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years)~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper---'1""':'3'----

Lower_,...bt----

Assumptions ••• 

Jq 
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l 
Expert's Name: (?.~ !tiik.r(J 
PART A 

Injured resource CJ4,coa.t lc12J. 
Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-oiled) 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

(Metric used = ] 

Date: 1t J;ee, '9..z 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery (percent) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower ------

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ______ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ______ _ 
Lower ______ _ 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: 

Disturbance: 



1 
Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are _making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 



1 
PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration. __________________________ __ 

' Based on your scientific understanding, please provide _a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 



Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, . how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
·population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

summary for Parts B-E: 
. . 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration._ ________________________ _ 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected .recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ________ _ 



With implementation of this option, in your best judqement, how many 
years would you · estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a ranqe in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this ranqe. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as · the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? · 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or deqree of recovery can be benefited by implementinq 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to brinq the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 



Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under conaideration~------------------------

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this · assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this . uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -----------

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in · 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 



Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under oonaideration ________________________ ___ 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 



Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = KenaijCook Inlet: Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) ·--------------

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are' not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 



provide your sinq1e best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ____ _ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other area·s if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 



PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 
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Expert's Name: ~~ Date: )1,/10 /~'2--
PART A 

Injured resource 'Black {)..fsb~r-$ 
~~=~r~;~l population estimates for PWS 4':>0 [§ '/) 

' 

fo~~;!;fill population estimates for PWS ~c)o_ ~~·1~0 1 '\ 1) 
[Metric used = in I vS LNf\.0"';1 td ' ~~ 1'\ i for~ Jut.! M 1M · 

fOP 1 ()i'iJd.-~S ~ ~ pott" ""' 
~q ~ ~0 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre~spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a sinqle estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 t of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) • 

(Note: lOOt = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next so years. A negative value can 
be ~sed to represent continuing decline, wl:t:h -100% = ~oca 
ext1nction. ) 12. ___,j ~ '-4- . 0# ·-~a 

- { {) a, r/lrv-) -~ CJ.~.Lcd. ~ 
Expected recovery (percent) 0 It> ~- ., ~dN 1 

t2.D ~ ¥i\1 e:f~rk ~ I ~b ~ 
go ~~~~~ 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the ~lation 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper +5 
Lower l.!i 

Assumptions? 

. 
2D tJ ( z..~~·~~') 

(~ ,n.~.&A~~ A~") 

(\~/ 

Habitat: ~0 ~ 

Disturbance: q-~ ~ ~ t!A'~~ 

o~~s ~~tt-tv\ c!---~ 
M k 'ff-"'·'V; 

IS\f~ I ~IA,A.L~ 



Harvest (mortality): f'J ~ 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are · -making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil S~l not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 100 

t.Jt .. o,A! tJ.IJ\ ~~ 1 'fh'\UJ I 

~\ 'h' ~ ~Lj C;AW!t. ' 

~l.,~Av' 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration MJ.A.S~. W.S 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) f (/ 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------ ~0 ~~c.t 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) _____________ _ 'tJt> c~ 
Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

uncertainty (yrs) Upper _________ _ 
Lower ---------- \-)0~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

- l)e.1.\St l?<ols fM-l ..t.vYl · ~ tw:z,...- N ~ 
~~~- ~~-· u ~~._v,- ~~ ~ ·. 
v~{j~-- -~ ~ ~ ~~.' 
Are any a•sumpt1ons d1fferent from those we 1dentified under natural 
recovery? 



-

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration A~.~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, ple.ase provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with-
the implementation of this option. · 

Expected recovery (%) l 0 () 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ ___ 
Lower __________ ___ ~o ~· 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ \J~ ~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ ___ 

~" ~ 
Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 

implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~~~~ 
t;J/o 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~~ -~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ,0(2 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower --------- ~0~ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? ~ 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) \)0 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _________ _ 
Lower -------- ~ ~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~·~ 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which ~~~~cted ~JI~~t~n 
is limi~~~ (Yes or~rgo\l(J) #.. ' 'T-- · --· « , 
If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, pleas~ 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the · natural,., rec_pvery 
rate) M- V\.Qt· ~ ~ ~ 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this op~~· . to be different 
outside of Prince William sound? Yea 00~ 

If so, how? {Note: repe(lt · ~art B for ther areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

-If~~ ON...A-7f1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ;u.vt, Lt ~~~ ~· 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
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PART B ' 
option (suboption) under consideration ~UJJ- ~~·~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a sinqle, 
best~judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) fcq) 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ----------

0~ ~ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ )J~ ~ 
Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there·is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ----------- Uc~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the ' level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which~protected ·by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes o~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please
provide your sinqle best-judqement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) . . ~:.....t:J. 

Estimated negative impact (t) lS ~ 
Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ~~ 
Lower 'S 

.;Rs~nsM ~ -h> ~ ~ ~'-"--~~-o'-"'~ 
bs , Vf ~ ~ ~, p-tt.·~- '-~r (}-~ 
~ ~~~rJ-· ~~~ 
Is there reason to expect the effects of this optio~to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William sound} 

~ 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ____________ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



• '0 ·' 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10Q_~ ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed .after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further?k){) 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower. _______ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

'f\,LL oytrWo ""' ~ ~ bt.M .r ~~~~tv\J. .. 

~ ~~ rukG-~~ 
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Expert'S Name: Jl']i~J Vry 
PART A - Natural Recovery 

Injured resource J?Jc.JOybkhuc 
Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-oiled) 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

-'Utv·wo.l rk y""'nR 
Degree of recovbry~ithout intervention: 

Date: / t ~ '9-2 

~ 
688' (198 J') 

2&0 ~~l\1 

.. ~~&~\- \fiO"cYL-
1' v<f~~ 

!£)~·"')10 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery 

Uncerta in,ty (%) 

(percent) 100 · 

Upper: ~ JZOJ'u 
Lower: 'b tiP 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

r~ ~ ~ ~IJ(~I trum 

UllOI'.e~ wee. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 7 _ / 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper:......I.JtO~-- ~ 
Lower:__..$"=----

,~v""M .?co b&Jr1 
f'"' r lZ ''/{. ro?- ' nu·..,,. 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: }:ssv()?tf'l '/tJ2 af irr~Q ro~ . 
M o~~'a u eA So J-le;r ~\{ 

Disturbance: rel-e wovU k tt.9s ti.o.l) 
10% 

·vol-e. (I"~ ,, _r~rr~ s~o-"'"~- _ l,,~~\, 
S'&"'hc,.,d;~ '' * .f ~ ~r/J;,J 
fO.(rJ &fl orl~ orec. _ 

Abo s~~e~ ~11,."' \ rc.4 of c,!.rc:-b 
vo.!l s~n. less. . 

4t( b J lJ,rd_:; liVer( ,·n ~d.L>d_ c.r.eo.s 

111 192'5- {fJ. :Trcn~) ts'i' i,.,J~ ·hh 
Are there any differences in the assumptions you are m~inq to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Harvest (mortality): 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be i n ___ year s? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 1C/O ~ 
,·n JCJl''l typre Lv(lfl2. r/1 clrwrf~ o.reo.s 030 r.tr ~.YGf so ""'50~...- \ 

fl7z v:; 6.:0 Sc;; ~'-ff July I) 
2':)'7 v:J 'J'J'l $0 hp v.)~ 

,tJ.;s~~ eA--f 16-rJ,vo_,.S : 
,f J~Ke,..:at:JOI- d -..le, +c., rn.,. 
-~ i-10 b:rJ; los\- C'r 

cvv\o t>~ -t,'l.J. I fl •l?vv& 
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Assumptions? 

summary ror Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population_ 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, . 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration OiO-flf~q oA.eJ ... -·>~f!J_ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) 100 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper _____ _ 
Lower _____ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ ~Jt~--

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ~ /1) 
Lower If 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that * k5U«7/Jr~ _ b:;Uen;;/7:;;;e?)a-re 206 M ~, v>14re6 

v c/1.. c(elo o-f oA. ~ f.Hso o.ss~e JeM'(J c .. rJ.J,~ •> 
,. r • I,. . 

nvl..{) r. 6'0 /-.. ~ c; r -~ ~ r pft;jc..l) C! "-l!u ""/ _o .f'1, 7'... II 



. O~b10e_ of (lJ5 - )~/r s~Jd /Pe_ l<?J5 ~ re(J;Vtry 
~5 ~v'e {~ Ye) •'n °~---&s 

~ tAAJQ 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration '1ftc du-bJ~[ &i?~.S 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) /00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 6 ---------

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Opper "-~ 
Lower 

----"'11~--

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 1 f 

1 
• 

ftsJIJn'l? 1:>-VJ~ <5 <Y)~ -It-,' I'Y'/6:V .f.c. tgrorl-r AreA 1--r-tkJ by rvrJ~ (1vck:, 

}\)eeJ ~ "llr fa ? /() ;; oF ·v·ec lo ~~rN't hr~"'J "'r .:JoZ ;_, z(g"' Y': 

- f3r Q:>vij/(J Jt:,'Y1.Jl at .£-rr a.r~ wo J/d r~.A.;~ ri'«Jo.~ "V> (r-es5v/~ cwJ 0 ltcw f"- ,-yto-r-<_ 

rt:;,~ J f·-~r-t.J r-w:vv-c; I t. 
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Assumptions? 

summary ror Parts B-B: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B ~ 
Option (suboption) under consideration ~\a.\ ~e.g·~"!?)_. o{/ 

Based on your scientific understanding, please prov e a single, 
best-judgement · estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~r> facq~~~j t>/'(Jp,5 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ ~f ____ __ 
Lower ___ ~~-----

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

c.{aSures C>V'C,.J nd ~erf""\1)1 0{ s~\(Y)(\(1 ~..1'1!~1 a.r~. . 
cGiiiJ l>f.frJ_ fr-Jv~"f \1 fJcvL I.e :-{-) 1 I r'~--d Ml] rrch fJ 

durln.sJ fL- K 



Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inleti Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? {.,yr'tV c~c.:Ly ? 

summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, p l ease 

13 
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provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) .Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} · 

PART B 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-B: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

11 
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Sheet2 

Resource Population Option Recovery Objective Effectiveness other Colums for Karen 
declining Injury Rating 
Pre-spill? Populat' Sublethal Name No. 

n 
Level Effects 

Black Oystercatcher , Yea Yea Natural Recovery prHplll populations 
I 

Eliminate 011 from 13 pre-eplll populations 

I Mussel beds 

~· recovery of 14 pre-epiU populations . 
Intertidal 
Purchase Habitat 37 pre-spill populations 

Special 40 pre-epiU populations 
Desio nations 

Marbled Murrelets Yes Yes Yea Natural Recovery Replace the 20,000 Ust 
I ln~ll 

Minimize 9 Replace the 20,000 Ust I 

Incidental take of In apUI 
Comm. Fish 
Habitat 37 Replace the 20,000 list 
~ulsltlon In SDIII I 
Special 40 Replace the 20,000 list I 
I Designations In spill 

Pigeon Gulllemots ifes Yes Yes Natural Recovery Equalize oil & unolled 

Land Acquisition 37 Equalize oil & unolled 

Special 40 Equalize oil & unolled 
Designations I 

Umltpreditor 17.2 Equalize oU & unolled 
access to 
colonies. 

Common Murre Yes Yes Natural Recovery pre-apiU pop 
i 

Reduce 4 pre-spill pop 
Disturbance; 
Buffer zone 
Education; 77 pre-spill pop 
reduce 
disturbance 
Enhance Social 16.1 pre-spill pop 
Stimuli -- - -----'-----

Page 1 
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Wlkktock Pink Sal. 

Herring 

?? Yes 

unk Yes 

Sheet2 

Improve Physical 16.2 prHpillpop 
characteristics of 
nest sites 

Reduce predation 17.2 JQ4P!Upop 

Habitat 37 JQ4P!Upop 
ACQUisition 
Special 40 pre-eplll pop 
Des~Qnatlons 

Natural Recovery 

Natural Recovery 

Page2 
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ExP"E!rt'so_~T:~ A~~(f$ • -
PARTA y ~ 

Injured resource \51 a C k (),,Jrr C """-l-ei, pr-s B,dl' p..J<_ 

Pre-sJ?ill population estimates f~r PWS Cf)O, / {f;~1?'f) 
{l.IR e1lee!) y -f-
Post-spill population estimates for PWS ~00 /;}~ -q I) 

Date: 

LnileQ) ~ . 
fo~ ~ f"'> ,·.v ~1 l qc;l. lt" ~ ;J2 ~ 

W f.l,-l ,·N 11...~~ • q 1 ':" No~ [Metric used = ] 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre~spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent) {007o 

Uncertainty ( %) ~pper ( W 
,....orly t~~o...-\- · Lower _-~o2~...:.0~--

v#.' 

~~ i_, ~\Q ( 4>vJ j 
r;v~ v~ 1rvl -~ 
~ vA~ ~I~ 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~" ~~~ ( ~<; 
Uncertainty (yrs) 

~ 

r ~ 

Assumptions? 

Upper 1M I("' 
Lower ~(( 

\ ~~~ 
~ ' . 

Habitat: (\vJ. 
1-(J- r> ~ .;4 (;~ . pi~~& t:t!: w 

D' /II ~P!. f\ · J -1 
1sturbance: ~ O A ~~ p$ 

1 
1-l a-r'> . 

-* "'D ~'-'~ ' " rr, t I • .,.., ~;..,.... r~ ;v.mJ. ~ 
I( v;·Vl i t- "~ v , .. . , . 'li k ""w "'Q ;-f '!""'' )i<&? r 

~ As.~(A, ~~ 
/ c;;,V I·~ - '-.;) r tv "= / (' ~J. . /{~ tJlO \( (f"r~ \ 'f ~~) 

. . ' ./;-~ · -" ' l D (( . . . ~ tt. r.,.-; A_A/_. 
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Harvest (mortality): tv,....... '-'V{ k"' e-v-r- ( 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are. -making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ~0 years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Cf50. Expected status (% of pre-spill) 
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PART B 

option (suboption) under consideration ffttvr-. Oi. \ .(""' M~ ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a ainqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with· 
the implementation of . this option. 

Expected recovery (%) f 001o 

Acknow1edging t~t there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recove , please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% onfidence interval. 

~~ 
With implementation of thi~option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate '\_he time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oil · 

Expected time .to recovery tJO ~ 
Please try to quantify the your unc~rtainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% ~ance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of t 

~0 ~ . Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower _____ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration or~ 

the level of 
of projects that 

influence this estimate?) 

~~f~. 
gvL ~r/.4 ~ ~ kh. 

Are any ass 
recovery? 

,tions different from those we identified under natural 

() /r.-fv._ (1\.'{Jv.,._ 

u7~~ 
'S(oy ~~ ~~. 

vv1€ 

~ 
t/J..P cfc ~ ~r 
vv~ wlXJ'-
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected ~y this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please· 
provide your sinqle best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (t) Uppu: Lower ____ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different . 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet: Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (t) 

Assumptions? 
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summary for Parts B-B: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population· 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum t of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 
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PART B B 
Option (suboption) under considerationV-f- ~ ~· Based on -your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implementation of this option. 

. Exnected recovery (%) ( 0 0 ?tJ 

that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected ~covery, please try to quantify this uncertainty py 
envisioning\a 90% confidence interval. · 

.Upper. _____ _ 
Lower ______ _ 

With implementatio~nf this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you es imate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

t . Expected time to r 

Please try to quantify the~ur uncert~inty by providing a range in 
years such that there is on a 10% chince that the actual recovery 
time required will fall out ide of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ ~,~------
Lower ___ \~cr------

Assumptions? (Are there assumpti~ns su~h as the level of 
umber of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 

recovery? fuo ~ [' )\ ( ~ ~ ~ 

}~ (vT. /u fA (V~ 
,~~~0 

r:._ . ~· ()_1 ii} Av' v 
v _/:#> ~,~_J:.. ~ 
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PART C y lj- • -11ft~ f" 0 :;It; 
Do you believe that the hablta~ch ovtc e by this option ~~T 
is limiting for the resource? o No 1 ~ _ · pv 'f. 

J - ~~ 
If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the . assump ons used ·to estim_;t~ tJte natural recovery 
rate) p,y/- /rt# ~ v( ~~ (J U At~~ . 

Estimated negat' Ampact (%) ________________ _ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? ·{Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Div~si~ns =Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alask~-~ P , nsula 

and/or Pr{;]Qum ;;und} ()-_ (rtf k 
7 

r /) r\---
PART E 

fFh~)::: ~ r ~~ 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) _____ _ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
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summary ~or Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100( ••• ) 

PAR~ P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum t of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ ___ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ ~------
Lower -----------

Assumptions ••• · 
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PART B A-ce ~eco.·r~r--1 
option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~ ~ 

(ff~ y-'\- t' ~ . 
Based on your scientific understandinq, ~ase provide a single, 
best-judqement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with· 
the impl~entation of this option. 

recovery (%) ________ . 00~ 
Acknowledqin~hat there is uncertainty it"l this assessment of 
expected reco ery, please try to quantify\ this uncertainty by 
envisioninq a % confidence interval. 

Uncertainty Upper __________ _ 
Lower ----------

With implementation of~is option, in your best j~dqement, how many 
years would you estima e the time required t+ reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un iled)? 

Expected time to recov (yrs) ____ _ 

Please try to quantify the you uncertainty by provtdinq a ranqe in 
years such that there is only a 0% chance that thelaotual recovery 
time required will fall outside f this ranqe. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ______ ~~-
Lower 

Assumptions? 

--------~-

(Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration or 
influence this estimate?) 

ch as the level of 
umber of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? . ~~ /) ~ ~ ~ 

Fvt.CGtS vrtM ~ ~ r- I 

f ~ rvo {d ~ ~LoY~ 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected ·by this option 
is limitinq for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limitinq, could you imaqine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limitinq? If so, pleas~ 
provide your sinqle best-judqement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated neqative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
ranqe. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or deqree of recovery can be benefited by implementinq 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to brinq the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ________ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

·. 
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summary ~or Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the cbance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or deqree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions ••• 
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PART B (;\ 

oPtion (suboption) under consideration~~ ~~-. . 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with-
the implementation of th~s option. :rJt ~ 

Expected recovery ( %) /00 o/o · -

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ____ _ 
Lower _____ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) _____ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
· years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 

time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _________ _ 
Lower _________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

_ r f, ~ w>, t ~ IJ 
(J 'al . fJJ( rrJ 1,,.:.. ~ tf /'1o .rv~r.f- ~ 

('A-~ 1· M11 ·(/\_ (~ f&;J J)" 
~ ~ ' / J.JJ£. / ~·7 ~ £_,__,", 

~JI ~ ~~r (~/ 
M~ r..'-fa t: tJ J 
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PART C T~ "'- iap9 t' v~ 
Do you believe that the habitat whic~~rotected ~Y this option 
is limitinq for the resource? (Yes o~ 

If the habitats are not currently limitinq, could you imaqine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limitinq? If so, please
provide your sinqla best-judqement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) -'" :r--O tr, ~~ 

Estimated neaative imoaCt C%1 ~~ ~~~~~ 
rn~CiVrrf 

Please try to quantify your ~ncertainty such that there is only a 10 ,· v c 
percent chance that the ac ual impact will fall outside of this J./ _ · 
ranqe. ~rre 

~,...g., - t,;Jh.t.t ; s ,., ".u ""'"'" 
Uncertainty (%) ~~:~C$-£ s~ . 

Assumptions: 

(Wt.~' o 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

--tJ-

PARTE 

t£vo ~.Q./2_ ~~ 

If the rate or deqree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to brinq the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ___ _ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

./ 
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summary ror Parts B-B: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed _after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

~o. 
What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

0( r rv--4- (J..J.fo-rr-.. 
~.~~ - -
~J-AV -/ 

c~J~ Assumptions ••• 
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Expert's Name: f1 i ch ~J h-t Date: .3 J:k. '9z, 
PART A 

Injured resource & \J ~ le.s 
Pre-spill population estl~tes 
(un-oiled) 

~-;--- - -~ 

for PwS (. __ !l./20!!J_O:. .f J 

bt"~~~ 
Post-spill population estimates for PWS z ,00° fq•rs · I 
(oiled) \~ r. , .,V'd-t.J 6 t 

p'lort-c ' ,.,... J tJ fJ 

[Metric used = (r'-ff;.,~ ] ()c~ fi.r.. f...,~ .. hly ~j.,r 
j"'ol{f'!\.c.. 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population· recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of .recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) · · 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing· decline, wit.h -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

A 
Expected recovery (percent) Jdo~ 

uncertainty (%) Upper -~110:...·-· __ 
Lower _...~.Cf.:¥Q;__ __ 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) §fa,-, ~ill. 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper *' I 

Lower !:/.. 

Assumptions? 
Habitat: f.ol: ,J~·~ 4..._., fJ(.J ~ 1 ("'v'J'"(J ~•d j;,J /.lrr~ ~ .. l"(J 

Disturbance: 

' .... J.V f.Jc.-. .... ~1 k .krr•k7 sr~e 

; t' (r' .PC.~ 

6r-Qec),..,~ 
~ reQd r '"f) o.;(l 

. ~ 
i':) \ \ r r 

,"'( V ~·"" (hl IS 

\~,\.. Ia f''' yro\.J...J. 
o ~ c_u ry I'll }I CP. f o. "'~1 i ·" 

(LJ5 
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Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? . 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years '(the number of years provided 
a~ove as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under COJUOideration fan! g~f.tfkoa 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected · recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or ·un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the aotua1 recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

k,.sudl 'Q tt,.,.\- ~es~~{l ~J,,h,J ('€1"'1.\\ns 01>'15~~1- 4~ 1912 IG 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habita~ich is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? ~ ·or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 1s-7a 

Estimated negative impact (%) €Zo/ _, 1100 rJ•r' 
o~u ~0 ~.s 

Plea~e try to quantify your uncertainty such that thlre is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall . outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) upper_....;:o;---
Lower 30 

~"S ~r'5 
60 ~(~ 

Assumptions: 
~eo.S< - wo..~\~ /10~ k \~.-..-. r..k~.,, (IQS~ ~«5 ovl~ k kJ 

~ Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? . #C.. 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince 'illiam souqq} \ 

?tof'r\i(lr11). \ ~ l)vc.•\o.~\~ ~~ 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) __ 0~---- Uncertainty (%) klZ. 
Assumptions? 

·' 
,. ... ·: 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the cbance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as :a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10Q? ••• ) 

C).,.,...-c«- oF- f"e,l ~ 0 daJ 1 rt.t.. r.s 60 - 7 0 J.. • 

PART ~ (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 
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PART B 

Option {suboption) under consideration 51\&' . ...,, JLSiO! , •• _., .-,, 

Based on your scientific understanding, please prov~e a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery {in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery {%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

. Uncertainty {%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower _______ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the . time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels {or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery {yrs) ______ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years·such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty {yrs) Upper _________ _ 
Lower _____ _ 

Assumptions? {Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, · duration or number of projects that 
influence this ,stimate?) 

f~"" .f ~~ stt.N>- ·. t.-u.ll( ,..,1LI J...l- ta&s 11.a~ s-..e-
~Ffec.f- ~,.., ~ra.h {JJS fj' · 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

1-b,Ut. "~ tr"l .. kCFJ _ '""f"""l'J. (fl6 f hs..-<~ ~~tv f1.e~d 
Succ.t~S ~J ~ j"v. rnl).f '~ ~ Drt?o.. 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? · (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you· imagine .a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your . single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall · outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

&~\.,.q ~~H<YI.s. 

Is ~ere reason to expect the _effects of this option to be different 
outsiQe of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? . {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Diyisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince ~illiam Sound} 

~4,. r......,ferJ-.......~( '"' o.re ... $ .,f" ~,e<>-k- 'Vfl ,.,.. ~ .. k,_ 
h liM a..., de 5 rvrhG'/IC-€, v 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the . 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
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. summary for Parts B-B: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, s. in 10?, .99 in 10~? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) · 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower -------

Assumptions ••• 
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Expert's Name: fY} ~ Fry Date: 1'2/.3/ q 2-
PART ·A ~ 

Injured resource Bo lJ £~ L, _ . . 
Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 1/,J/0 0 ~ ~ ~ 
(un-oiled) · 

· ~ ~-too-o , • 
Post-spil},J?O~~~a .. tion estimates for PWS 1(.()()0 -~ ~- ~) 
(oiled) ~'b~~ ~~ ~ -n.~ · ~ 
[Metric used = ~ ~ ] 

. ~-~~ 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try . to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a · range in percentages such that no more than 10 t of 
the actual degree of . recovery falls outside of that range~· 
. (essentially, we are . asking you to construct a 90t confid~nce 
interval) · 

(Note: lOOt = ·full recovery to .pre-spill baseline levels, <lOOt 
means that the population is not -expected -to naturally return 
to pre-spill status ·in the next 50 years • . A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -lOOt = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery (percent)/00 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ··I /0 
Lower --~4uo'-----

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? · (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90t · confidence 
interval. 

Expec~ed time .to recovery (yrs) 3 -~ ~ ~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper { • =· ~ ~ 

Lower q ..kw ~ 6~ 

Assumptions? . . 

Habitat~~~-~ ~ kk ~ ~ ~J tUJ. 

~~ "Z ~ .W ~ eM ~u ~P ~ 
Disturbance: tq~ dN..t +o 6~ ~- ~~~·VI-· 

2~. -~ 0- fwS ~a:t ~~ 
lJ/~ ~' . 1'~ - ~~\lu-(/ 
~~·~ ~· , J1 .·r.,.. ~ ~ 
~:> ~L~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ®7~ ~~ 
AM_~-~ 



Harvest (mortality): 

.. 
Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower ,bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expe~ted status (% of pre-spill) 



PART B 

option (suboption) under cona14eration ~. ~,.;-,.·~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide - a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) I 0 0 ~ 
-+00 -·----. '?Z JO 

l~t) 
Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

· Uncertainty (%) Upper {I 0 
Lower f!c2 AJO=- c{ao~;.-$' .. 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ..3 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ f~----
Lower 4-

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

~ /tu.,(;{.,tn:: ~ ()A,vJ. Nr~ ~ T q2 ~ 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 



1· 
PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat~ch !&protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? ~o~ No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you -imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

•. • ,J.~ Estimated negative impact (%) QUlO- I aao )-/8~ tfre'1 40 ~ 
(pA~'J.. ~~~~Nj l,c}){( ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall ·outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) D Upper_~~
Lower - ::?10 

L~.Nrtt (). ~ ~ ~ Wil-L . ~iU..</1 li!-~ ao po-k....:h.~ 
~~nlif>{·u~ {t..J.t? !' \L M:Y( ~- .ft> fh.f ~?v-Wvi...) 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} r ·(: _. 

~ . . (},/\ ~ t:\ ot.A __ v.'\ (J •• A .. L~ t\.UC) t~.L.(..)t_ ~t.A..~ 
GtJ./\~C;,~ · 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used t o bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) 0 Uncertainty (%) ID 

Assumptions? 



l 
summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10~? ••• ) 

(, 0 h '"1 o '7~ vf.vv...w ~ rx-we~ ~ 
PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or deqree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ _ 
Lower _______ _ 

Assumptions ••• 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ;?peao..( I)eS1fj~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide- a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) I 0 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

· Uncertainty (%) Upper /10 
Lower q 0 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper I 
Lower ~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 

• ~ ~n~ce~;r~e~a~ ~·') ~ 
C) ~5\-,n'v+ \~ ¥)'1ttAAJY\ ~ ~ ., 
• LiUu ~ Qv\ . e~ ctw +r:, -~~ ~[uh~ 
~~· -n-us~ . 

Are any assumpt1ons different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

t4 
~}Jo 

b<-M-~~ 
~~~ (.A.u.:t!..C\\ _;.t)cttttf~.~v-
t\.).4t !> ( .. vIZ"" P ~us 

~-w~ ~<A~ 



PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) - Ill '\ " l 1 ,' .. -1--... -, •. .-\ . .- v ')....-:tV, ._;, /..___ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall . outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 0 
Lower - 30 

Assumptions: 
b'l.l '~f-1 Aa J\lJA '.\C-e._·l:l'-.f t--f" <. 1__1!_<,, ~ 

• -, 'J 
; [\_d(r -. 

., 1 ' .-· , ' ; r 
' • ,, ·- ~ .. <.,..< ~· 

! 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bri ng the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty ( %) 

Assumptions? 



Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

---
PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

LL V~--!t- l i 0 1.-U\ . .._. . 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _______ __ 
Lower --------

Assumptions ... 



... 

,. 

Expert's Name: lim fJ.oYtJn?~n 
PART A - Natural 

Injured resource ,..,.,'\fl uocn v --r ,.,.t!fu 
.... . zs 7 a::::;; 

Pre-spill population estimates 
(un-oiled) 

Post-spill population estimates for@ 
(oiled) 

Deqree of recovery without intervention: 

Date: q ..U.C. '12 

-,-;;~I 
lfl/3? 1:- ?r 1 _ 

. q1:zs-~ 810 {,qqtJ) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the _population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A neqative ·value can 
be used to represent continuinq decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery (percent) 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: 
Lower: 

Lf2Jl 
JJ! 
~ (JQ 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 't · · _ . ·. \ .I ' '•-. 1 ~ ' l. Vt vo.rte-.ltl~t~ ~ 
.Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: 6 ~ \>~'GVI'"i>-...,[7 . t 1 _ · Jt.J 

Lower: · 2 / \..vt v~~ M f'f" 1 e.-.,...·##\ ~~ --Assumptions? 

Habitat: AsW.a k l'J'I{J rer..J.J....e. • vu:oss. . . I . . 
BcuA.;,~ r-rM·,..., Q6 ,,J ,., (/ol,e.r 0>/ffl'l.j G<>ro 71 

Disturbance: . V 

Harvest (mortality),' . ~ o.o/61j.J,;:J;~ . ·. 

Are there any . differences in the assumptions you are makinq to 
a;rive at _the upper and lower bounds of your level of .certainty? . 

Had the _Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ~ years? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) tfkOO 



PART B 

under QOIUlideratioil ~ :qr.-;klaJs Option . (suboption) 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide-a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wi~ 
the implementation of this option. · · 

Expected recovery (t) /()0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify th.i,.s uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence ·interval. · 

Uncertainty {%) ·Upper._,_.. ___ _ 
:Lower · ------

With implementation of this option, in your best judq~ment, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to · reach pre-spill 
population levels {or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ ~~~----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range ·in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ______ ( ______ ___ 
Lower ~ 

Assumptions? (Are there . assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are ariy assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~ 
~ 



11· 

q~~9 

P~C 0~\- .. 
Do you believe that /tt,.e habitat~~ is protected· by this option 
is -l.imiting for the resource? · ~--or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you ·imagine a · 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, pleas~ 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this ·option is not implemented. 
_(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) · 

Estimated negative impact (%) ____________________ _ 

·( 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that t~ere is only a -10 
perce1_1t chance that the actual impact will fall outside of _this. 1 
range. . -z-- boa"n "'().1_11 t11J.. SI~,.JVc~.-.f\y 

Uncertainty (%) Upper J(}(J% ~ · · 
Lower ~ 

Assumptions: 

~ ~~ ~ss cf t?€6""-tl ~,J · 
1Ps,_d ... /7 IW{fll \t,t-.J~, . . 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William sound? - · 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} · 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? · · 

Expected value (%) II 0 Uncertainty (%) ~-

Assumptions? 

o:r'., ~ 011 

. 
~ct.} Mer& s '(/ sLIJ-~ 'r--•('b 



T 

.:, -.....:.., 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the ¢bance that pre-spill population 
·levels will ·be · reached or exceeded as · a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ••• ) 

too/. 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or. • What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected ~alue (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ _ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions •• ;· 

d 
~ 



• 

PART B . 

Option (suboptiOn) under consideration ¥'"' a1 Je,S{~ ?~~.i 
Based on your scientific understanding, please pro~de - a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wi~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected . recovery (') · I 00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · · 

Uncertainty C'> {Jpper ____ _ 
Lower ------

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? · 

Expected time to recovery (yrs>--~9~----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required wil~ ~~ll . outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Up~•r--~~-~--
tower_~gL----

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implem~ntation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from· those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

·( 



,. 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habita~ch is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? ~or No) 

. . -
If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If ·so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) _________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a ·lo 
percent chance that the actual impact will fali · outside of this 
range. 

Upper 100 . Uncertainty (%) 

Lower as: . ' 
< \1 mJ.. \,c,.;.(. M-'J efF«t-

IJ" ,rv\.lf£.; \a..,A.s ~ ~ k 
rV\~ 11J'o /}, rv,. 
(;,.ndS, · 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note:. repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} · 

. On~n 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ___ _ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
-· 

·( 

... 



~ 

6 

# 
.. 

summary for Parts B-B: 

OVerall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the propased 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

' Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower ______ _ 

Assumptions ••• 

reJ'tl o,re>,j a/t; /'?DIS~ Jrkc.l iq lo.le W~ 1.1~ 
tkre. rs lrJ4e ~tS\wk.c.e . 

..)' 

-~··" .... 
'· 



Expert's Name:TVVV\, ~ Date: <f l)Jc, [q q '2, 
PART A - Natural Recovery 

Injured resource ~ ~ 
Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-oiled) 

t+lf ~<1 r. qg J 

Poe;;t-spill population estimates for PWS Lff 75 '!. 8(oO (10!'\<9 J 
(o1led) 

Degree of recovery without intervention: 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

100 
Expected recovery (percent) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: 
Lower: 

~ (!O 

It> 0. 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: lp 
Lower: 'L 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: 

Disturbance: 

Harvest (mortality): 

Lt ~ 
';~~~ 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ~ years? 

Expected status (%of pre-spill) 4(oQQ 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~ lrT'~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide-a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) \00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in 
expected recovery, please try to quantify 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper lO r:• \\0 
Lower 'sC r 1 1.00 

this 
this 

assessment 
uncertainty 

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ___ &, __ _ 
Lower ').. ~0~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the l evel of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

.... ~ 



~~ 
PART C PrwnU M A<4w'<11·.JUv, . C 
Do you believe that the habita~~~ich is protected by thi~ o~;~ 
is limiting for the resource? '{!!' ;~ t;, ~ ~~ U'T"'""- (j 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) · 

Estimated negative impact (%) q Z • ~ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of th~~ 

range. tJ!B' ~~ 
Uncertainty(%) Uppe;-~0·0 ~~4#' ~~~·,,.,~ ~ 

%5 ~ ~.~~~ 
()lVI)- v Y'"" " . 

(yJI'J ~ ~ 
Assumptions~~~ ~t~r-

ib-vrD 
Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} ~ .. J , . n -.~. ~ 
f\P. ~-~'NAif~~- ~-~tl.N ~ ~ 
,~ s&.l.t ~ ~ ~~ 
,u~ ~~~D-:fr.ch 'i. ~-IlK~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. Tke. ~/G 

PART E 1~ DL ~ ~ (>WS 4-~ QIWA.O # 

If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~ 

Expected value (%) \\ Q Uncertainty (%) l Q 'ea 

Assumptions? ... , "'·"' ... AA.-tJ.u o.:f (/\ ~ ~ 
r~ }-/) ~vuv--0 . ~ 
~~~d~~ I 

~ P(J [07-<>. 



summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10Q2 ••• ) 

lOJ6<1;1- tanio 
PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ___ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ __ 
Lower ____ __ 

Assumptions .•• 

( 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~S1:~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide-a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) IOD 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ll 0 
Lower l 00 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ___ Lf~-----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ ~~-----
Lower ____ ~!Z~-----

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

r ,: ..... 



n.,;ro ...... '!:ll11 ··'--"'- -=-- ----- _,,. -· • 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habita~~ch is protected b~ ~3is option 
is limiting for the resource?~ or l!o) &lcatA:5c. ~~ ~ ~ 
If the habitats are not c~rentl~i~ you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) __________________ _ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that .there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall . outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower 

loO g-s ·\ ~O· ·- .Jd :v-1' ,_,..-

~~*?~ Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

IAMSW'J, ~,wt ~ WJo -fo ~ ~ 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

/ 
t 
·~~ . 



~ct- (~;~: \((~7] B.t-. 
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--------~-----
Expert's Name: Date: I Z /7 jtJ(l 

PART A 

Injured resource f~ ~ 

}

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
~ (un-oiled) 

~ ··· ' Po~t-spill population estimates for PWS 
i ,. ' ( o1led) 

/t;' rrtJO l 

"J,Or:Jo - ~/~,...() Cl 
J., /. v (7 ,\ ' ... J,·:.! .,. ~~\ , ..,r> - ·~ 111\J V\. vo~· l@ A 

J<..r _. ( l f 
(_ ~ [Metric used = ot'lec v. IA.Nt:?,· t?cl 

~ ~.. ~' v d 1' \t>d':: > ...,uoc' (f'<\ p- fcc..~.u:. .._ L.q r'~ 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery (percent) (oo 9t> 1 1-\N!Jt,. te c( _. 

uncertainty (%) ~e=~ . J~t{g ;f ~~oi /Qd -

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)~ 

$NS v·P-:-J.t.t/ ... ~bertainty 
0 

-l .,.. ·~· ( li ·'' ." ,. •. ., 
11../' , '. . _.../ 

(yrs) Upper _ _ _ _ 
Lower ___ _ 

.. ~. (/ ·t 

" . \ 
Assumptions? 

Habitat : ftJ tr1 . -l ·"~'"· ( a ,.. · / Ci··.._,/ 

Disturbance: /Vo'f .... Tt-.. (or { (A--·~-,f-

/.D 0..,1-f- f ~l~IJ l VJ~ &I·{ -~ 

\ ~ "'"' f / ~ ~ i 11 5 tJ "' . 
--~?~--,d_ ·· f? v e_..~p f v t' 

''"fr <i ( ( ( _1 ( ~~~ • 1.--Jvh ·< 
-- "Y" "(j \ { 

D I ,J t ( - I , . , ' ' .} { ) -s # I p f. \.J. " l "-. I i V .' " -~~ ".. ' ~· • • 

~:. ··t - Ji · .( /-:-A, r ... -z./ . r· ' . . ( . - ~- .Y 
-""' · ·( / / 

N ~w~ . 



Harvest (mortality): ('J /4 
Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in CJ..Q years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

1/1 "-),_,:....w . ? 
Expected status (% of pre-•pikl) 

-;I·L,_.JJ ~ '( .-~ f"/ ~ ke..,_ ~ 1 ..I ( (j· '.v~. '- "#: .S. 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration H A?yvuin~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) I t:> '0 7~ - ( Nf/ A. IA--nvo... \ 
f.J 1\ -'{ ~ f f C' vO r 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. r ~ 

J. ,';>,.. 
upper /OV7o ~NO bl-R· c;~s tJo?l J~ 
Lower ~ ;!(P f f- 4 '-' '{ f <\' f 

7.> I o~,?. I r tt) -,.. c A. . --- t>, I ~~'{\~(~") f r OJ L, 

Uncertainty (%) 

--fCAir P c~ t{ .-<..~ 
With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ __ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by pr 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that t 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

tJ (!) ~ 
'd' \ Y1 1ng a range 1n 

le actual recovery 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~· ~rv..e 



PART C ~ .Aui ~ <;-i-h.N--
Do you believe that the habitat whic~otected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes o~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimat~ tje natural recovery 

-f"--........ ~ollllo-l... })<'"~ \(!;>p~ ~ ~ ltt.Jt. If (o~ ~i( (l\ll". r () r-t~\~~ t stimated negative impRt (%{ ~ 
\ \J ()lt\ N I ' .J. t /1 ' 4 "l!c-l D \ etl\._ t ~ ,. t c. '> ( ~ ,.., .-. t--- t o 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: .f;; ~ ,J ,· ~ ~f..L ({II. f C)\ ~. 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

A . · , r e "'- "'-' k~~.-+ '~ 9 o , • N 7 EJ ,...; 
f\J l9 I 6 J hc,v~ 

0 v.. i·· t ,'Ml ~ "" " 
PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%)~ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? N tfr 



• ' 

Summary for Parts B-E: ( ~ ~~~·~ J 
overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ..• ) 

PART F (To be hQmpleted after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restor~ion options) 

Can this option be ~mbined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of re~very even further? 

What is the maximum potenti 
minimum # of years to recover 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

of recovery? (or •. What is the 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper , 
Lower 5\: 

< 

Assumptions ••• 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~~ ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery {%) _1_-____ __ 1.0 0''J, .._j ) ~ ~ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ____ _ 

N O 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual r e covery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Upper IJ.. . ~ti~) ~-" '1 r; 
Lower . ~ ' ' v.J.}.JI, ~\' ~ ·~~ t ~.AJ ~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) 

~ """~ . (h"''"l ' 
. " -Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 

implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

( otA ( J , :t ,< {< ""'"' c_;;14.f ;;( '1( i o e~. " e i L. , " "-
'

"\ 1. • J f ~ ~j f r V f? . r ~~-'-- ,~.J ; AJzt-1 ~-1" -:zr . ::· (; ~ . •. . ~~ 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 



.. 

PART C ( ~~ {)e s_:.~ J 
Do you believe that the habita~ch is protepted by this option ~ 
is limiting for the resource?~ or No~~~~\,~~~ ~ f-t 

If the habitats are not currently limit~~d you ~mag!ne a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall 'outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

and/or Prin: :lliai+ ~ PiAJ_) 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



summary t:or Parts B-E: (~~ ~~} 
overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ..• ) 

"" PART F {To be com~leted after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoratibn options) 

Can this option be co~ned with another option{s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recov~v even further? 

What is the maximum potential'fate of recovery? {or •. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery? 

Expected value {years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty {yrs) Upper ~ 
Lower _______ _ 

Assumptions .•. 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~ . r f"txlS 1 .v 

Based on your scientific understanding, please prov~si~ ) 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) L I <P 017 ~ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty · in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper > f 0 tJ '?C' 
Lower '{10 •?o 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

F If·--/( ~;:1 ~ MMA-1 lvK\;- 1\·~tt-~. Expected time to recovery (yrs) 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________________ _ 
Lower 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural recovery? 



~ 

PART C (~~) 
Do you believe that the hab~tat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource?~ (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not curren y limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they ma become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgemen estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if is option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to e :timate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________ ~--------

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will f)N.l outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper _________ _ 
Lower --------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 

If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ 

Assumptions? 
Uncertainty (%) 

to bring the 



Summary for Parts B-E: ~ ~ 
overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ... ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery eve further? ~ ( ·tj-d CJ c r 
What is the maximum pote J.{ ~e of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to re~! 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ __ 
Lower _______ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

\u!o · kQ.O r 
!('-.) ~ vJ "'· t) W 

('A d "' ,· { d ; v i p !) tJ 
1 '" )al'iJ f.!..)b). 15 

\. ~ pvU~ . 
-\-o ' 

~ <; 



w__ C-
Expert's Name: ~ 0~ 
PART A 

Injured resource P\.P~ ~ 
(J 

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-oiled) 

Date: t2/7lqz 

lS tTI5l? 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS -~~ - ~~~ 
(oiled) 

. _ otLtJ J~- ~vV-L n'-fJ_,J 0 ·,c{<'J'~ {;o(Ju~· dJ ~ · . 
[Metr1c used - . 

0
] .~ .~ A-v...- r'Mf-2JJ~ 

. ' , (,..()\ "· j'h · v .--

(_\)(~ ~-~~ ~~.-o'-- -~ ··h,~· s-J tJ--t~ 
Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, w:i th -100% = local. ' . 

t o t' ) {F,-i . • ~, ( -! f 
ex 1nc 1on. ~J ,c~~~;· ~_: · . 1 . 1 ... • - ,'. 

Expected recovery (percent) /oO r ~·LO .~~- ( . .().t.l..·j 0-~~~. L~'1-: :f_·, i l-<.·'-} :; 
(.). ~';·· )- , ' ' ' { h_l :.,<J ( c , ..-<~ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper (0 0 · ·· '·· i" · 
Lower z. 1 

Without intervention, how many years will it tate for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? 1 (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this est!imate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decl i ne.) Again, please 
provide s ingle estimate in years, and envis i on a 90% conf idence . 
interval. ! 1J o1 ;o.{'. • .r:~chn C. ;_;.'1' t.t,." +-

- \ . , . {~ { ~ ci . ; ( i ! '.L {I C· 1 l ; '. . ..• . ' 1 ' ' 

. )£'-'"'~;"\ ~ .. ~ Expected time to recovery (yrs) L Z.OviUt..-t-r- · 
?o . tJ r \J · ·-· 

~or 'J ·l' .. '.;..·\ . Uncertainty (yrs) Upper_-. _ _ 
"' .J \ · .. , ... / Lower 5" 

~-· \l';..!r~ ·. y \ . _;-:'[' 

I 

- ~-w ~::~~:.) 
~~ ; J 

._ ... "\ 
1_ r: . ~t. 

..... ~ 
~ ' . I l \ I. ' . -. ~-- . . '\. _J 

-~~) 

Assumptions? 
1lk:..- eAL -J ) : t ( i • .L • ' . o t .{ L: . t 

0-
' r ' j ;__ .) j)l fh ~P ., ..-- ' 
• ...... ; ' . · '· 1 · ·t· 1 · o c~-"/ , r ...... '-~ ·~.J .,_ ,, '\ ~ 

Habitat: 

Disturba nc e: 
~cc..__t l t -( ~~ q 1_) -, ( u £. t --
L c - ~ (' · iJ r/ ( , {] __ _ r- . c.~ ... 

G'£!Jt t.C) {~ (}'v \ ') O j7~tu'\. I u{u (__.{_ . . "(\_(_. 
jl) u 'I I · : ' 

r· "' 1 1 · • · ' • ' r ·"' • r • ' .. < · · {)J ' • " ,.- 1 
1
.(' 

.. 
t' . . 1 ~c~ .. : :. ,. : ~ ' .. 

.J 1!.., f ' ,' I ~ f' " . 1,.; 1 ' · .. ( ' ! · ( '· ~...,....~" ( ~ " _1{ , , ;[ , '•' ~· • '· I< · ,... t " "'(._ . L · ·- • I ! ;; 4 
- , • -. ! - · I ' ~ - - IJ 

Pill l·Uhclc . ·
1
. ) t,t;! ,1 : r ·'2 •:, •• (g j - . 

(!;) 

~ ... . .; ....... 

!-\....-' • . ,.. i.,."-'1: .. 



.. 

Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are .making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ~ years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) l~· ~h·f'cr 
~\-\ n w4 r J;v-r~ 
I tu-,.,'\ .ft.~"\" (~ 'f .y 

(JO'-A ~~ * ·~, 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~~ln·~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. \ ~ 

Expected recovery (%) I Q 0 U 0 C.Ww~ · t\.0~ f\.l ~{\.-). ~ W {;'__. p... ._ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Upper { 0 0 . L n ·" , ,.~ \·J,: cr-Y' 
Lower f{f I ?~<~''"""- ~ ' • 

~ ~ uL· · ~..V ~ '[J.J,A~~- t( (( ' ~ L}:;j "' Ct..'-' 
'-;'\ • i.J . IJ ' {.,._ - •~ -

Uncertainty (%) 

ltM pll"~f'l tA..t...l~llt.l~" [ ¥--<r<i..fl-tVt."\.."' -\; f."'..~'> f'.t." ·. 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ) 1\Jo cl~f},:..J£.-

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ __ 
Lower __________ __ ) tJo c)).). vJ{--

•' 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

4 • Q::i 0~~ ) Ywf tX (/)~,\,\..tt.}- (: 1 
-

t.t\.Ll 

;\ . f: . I •) -t I ,f ' 
I) ,' . \' .. ' 

' - I . lt - '·'~ - · ,] ~:t\ ~(" !:1 
; ' 

.{ I I . r tt. I c . l~ 
'I ' 
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PART C (~Aut~·~·~ 
Do you believe that the habitat which~protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes o~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ~ 

C\.~-f\L~ ~ •ti)t'A fiJ...L ~~~\£;..-~ ~ ~·~(,.-
~~~ Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 

percent chance that the actual impact will fall ·outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ' 7 
Lower 6)~ ~~ , 

Assumptions: 1- k)c~ ~ V ~ul ~c..W 
dW-h> fMA ~~1~ ' 

l-4.[, .. .:t.ca..."t" l 'J rJlJ-ta.,.::f 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be differ~pt ~ 
outside of Prince William sound? I lAAM.AAANM ..- fJo v,I.Ji..o a.:t ~ 

If so, how? {Note: repeat" Part --B · for othet- areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

1JPr PART E . 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



summary :for Parts B-E: ~~ \)(~ 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ... ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with ~other option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even/further? 

What is the maximum potent~l rate of recovery? (or .. What is the 
minimum # of years to rec~ery?) 

Uncertainty (yrs)/Upper ________ __ 
Lower ---------

Assumptions ..• 



.. 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best:-judgement 7stimate c;>f the. expected recovery (i)l .&~~C?fl~) .cJiith 
the 1.mplementat1.on of th1.s opt1.on. ~ l~" , ,If, 

Expected recovery(%). 100 : 7 -lO_Q_ 
{ { 'I, 

{ · . ''",_ . 

1-lltl.t..\ l~.L.~c..; ; '"' V• 
0

. . , 
I .~f. ' 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment·' of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 100 
Lower ------

7100 

J.a.Q. -
With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? ~Jt.i_L!A, ~~( -{l.lCiJ .h .. I_ · 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) .__ Y.m ltelt4')1t\·'· 

tv\,_~.\ vh .,,·-. f c . 
Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower ________ _ ··tt· ~~.lt. l-:·li ; '-... ~ . __ .__ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

t - \vtn,_ ~ kt a -vr~ I .;~ t·l t \..tM -h:J 
2 ... Pf.J.IL.-tnr\..~ ~ \ fkt_.v- ffoc..t./1.. 

J'\M.I~'-.~, l-0-tfJk~ . 
·" 

(lJA. ... ~ r~ tel v. 1 $ ,· f., c.r"" . 
bt i'~. (_."'~. ~ tf. .t .... --t, t.t~{ Lt.'l l" t..<\. t.l d 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

( 

-:· 

I l (9 1' , f·· \ ~1 If. ~ · tV 

.L,.. ~t. f" 

'l .,). ' 
L •. ,...... . I I { : .. ;... 

' ~., 

" 
q; . r J• " 
\..:::/ 

' ' ,. ' ,,· ...... ~ ~ ~,:) 
' ' (\ ,J (. ~ 
lr C· t .( ,t c.~. ' v ~·· ~ . . ;V· tj ! / .. ... 
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PART C (¥~~ \)!yj~s) 
Do you believe that the habita~~:~ is protected by this opti.on . 
is limiting for the resource? ~No) . ~ 

1 
~fll.t.~~ 

If the habitats are not currently li~ could you ·· imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall ·outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects,qf t~i option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? ~0 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound) / Ovt!. \'cU... P~S- ~Cj 

..- f>t/\~\ r\..t.C·;.t, l/V\Cte~ 
0 ~. -

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

{) 



.. 

summary for Parts B-E: (}pt~ fJcs-1~ J 
overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ... ) 

PART F {To be completed after parts have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined wit 
rate or degree of recovery ev 

another option(s) to accelerate the 
further? 

What is the maximum poJ(ential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years t~recovery?) 

Expected (years) __ _ 

Upper __________ _ 
Lower -----------

Pt\d'l DphOiA.$ 

[tp. .. -h rvv-t +t, \1'\.·\ . q\ 'v~ h"' f},~e 

4o 1W- .So"- (i\. el 
-IX. kt.'\\t~,~ Vl.4'v..i 

- WL-"~ l\U·t-d1:r-

tW-yl) 

2 

t-Jo-l Lf.A f-yUc· ~ l.,;} 



. .. .... . . 
•·· -- 0 

Expert's Name 1 J'11. toby 
PART A 

Date& ~ .Pee ,?Z 

Injured resource fi9ftoa ,q u; ll~ ~.M.lfl' '-·" f 
v v_ to~ - I 

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS JA()()() Jo "' IZ.~Oa:J (vJS I..U., 1.~.~ 
(un-oiled) · ~' 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS --~~~ao~O~-----------
(oiled) 

[Metric used == ] 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the populatiQn ·recover? Please 
provide a sinqle estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) · · 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) l.JO! ~~'~ b\:Jy. \os~ \tt. ~rta~on cl 
Expected recovery (percent) -~Of, "'"~'"~ t•r5 
Uncertainty (%) 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recove~ (yrs) 11..0 yrs lo s~,\~-e. oJ- -s-o) 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper C>O --z....., n:G£1'1\s ~ fck,~l ~~l ~ w~U 
Lower #Yb ¥CS , f _ 1 h -. $7J · 

~ bt 1~L ~'t- (YJI:?r.fl. ~ 

Assumptions? \ 
0 ~Jrnt ().fi~"J Je, ~ ~ S<l~r~ r.eW {_sco~lptf] i blt!Jil5 5UK, ~ k r~,..., f;.J; 

Hab 1 tat • ' I 1 IJ _ J J I . ~evl- z-~ yrs nydr«&.f"b~ l')e;rl-- Q ,,..l..,, 
Disturbance: /?,\.e of r,..,Je.\.,., doa-.n 't J.~r· 



Harvest (mortality): f~\-.c,. rc.\es ~" ~,U 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? .· 

1 
~.St~' h.y~toc<Y~ lf'lllt bt ~kt1vko h ~ dd.-,t beQlt~se oF .W ~-~~. 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where ·would you expect 
the population to be in 20 years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) ---~5J~O ____ __ 

t1"'f -.k •+ .-e """""_ \.~ .J.lJ-~ Y1"'"'~""" tJ..; b 
Mil\~~ A~~ ~ -:)0%. 



', 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration rel~ ~'~9C~S 
Based on your scientific understandinq, please provide_a sinqle, 
best-judqement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option~ No~ ~sl~nd ~vl~~ 

Expected recovery (%) -l[a 

Acknowledqinq that there ·is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioninq a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ___ ~~,o~-----
Lower ~ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judqement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? . wM...,J.. u,~\ Na.W zsl_.,J, 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)~~'} banV /d-1> 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providinq a ranqe in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this ranqe. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper I • · · vJO.} J ~"f n?Pe t-tm(l fO -~0 y r s 

Assumptions? 

Lower .-.....- 1 
),~~ o.r tZ ~ k.~.s- Jt....f,.. 
--~ Jr-MQ ~ s,s~ ~ .. n. _ 

(Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

No:bl Jb . ks 1 y, ~ tuJ, rr.~Lf.,""' . 
"'""- rrvl..fr..., "'~:'"'\] ... ~ J J-. ·~ 1-.k """"/ h. c-... •• ef.leJ "" , .. iJ.6 

l 



Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions= Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula · 
and/or Prince William Sound} -

1'rfft~ lVI ~~ G11\f 15 K<z... s D.TT>-i! ~ ~L1y l€8s In Ji., r1Q'C:,s JwJ- ~ •/- b-..~. 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? ~ 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the cbance that pre~spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~goc£#(1V~Je 
' , 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) -;ok 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
· expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper -IQ 
Lower -7S:i 

~ 



I" . 
Sc::A".fZ. OS \JO\\-. '«. ec 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -----------

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as · the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) -

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ____ -~SJ-O~h~-------

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower---z-~--"""'S1,_o-~......-

"( 



t 

Assumptions: , f . • . 

llr.su"''U Wtb ,J.. "''r""'~ 1"4'~<>J co"''"\! 4f'OS'<Y> ..f ~.-wrG~ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

p.., ·? l:nc;..~ · A~1mJ - 4 CJN[J ~ -&vot/7 mere ,~/ 
\J Ve.c~ JS e of- ~ ~~ of hcvv~ ~ 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
~0 

summary for Parts B-E: 

OVerall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration 5f&"A\ J)esi,"!.ioll,s 
Based on your scientific understanding, please pr ide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) -~0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 

5 



envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper -10 
Lower·----:7:::-.S:~f;--

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) )60~15 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower -----------

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

mrnrtnft-ll. ~t$1'"\Jrbc.-7£..~) jo)mf'"o t1&...- loc.d ~ ,,lterol-

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on ~e resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

~ 



• 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound) 

PART B 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value . (%) Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? ~0 

summary ror Parts B-E: 

OVerall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

11 
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• t • ""'-

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery? ) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ _ 

JeJ,nQ. ts C\ JJr~ v-t- ~ 

Assumptions ••• 

f\)~ \o ~5 o/1 who.~ fc.c1rJ c.re 

~e en ress(o .,.\-- ()~ ~Js-
hmrt':J · tA)r~J {L,_, ,'11f;-""mok~--' 

~ 



Expert, s Name: --;)V\1\ IZo L~ Date: ~ {)ec_ q1.. 
PART A 

Injured resource P;~ 6~ 
Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-:oiled) 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

[Metric used = ] 

}JD· ~ 
3D

1
rfivv 

6 Lwo ·· 
I 

RtiJ0 
to~ f2, uu"'lJ 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) <:Q' 0 l A r.+-

1
. ~ n~Jl, 

- ..1 fo fLU\ - U ....- lc 

Expected recovery (percent) 1-CU() kx.:~?v-f'~J/ ito~ l/1Ad.IJ-~~ '1 
t ~~v- ~ f\wv~ \}JLJ_{_ -nJJJ'-J2 <Y, 

uncertainty (%) Upper - I 0 7 ° Beltvv~ +vuo c:+ Q_~ 
Lower - 1 'S ·fo gp'7e; -.., -100 il _ J • 11 · , -' ·~ (r,A.,tvr / a •ICQV\J dJ_ u)v1'--t' vV 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) g__ U r ,fv 51-J~~ l~~ ;f:;:f;.f-) 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper l5Jf£/~ /0 VfY 

Lower ? 
• 

Habitat C'Vlt:l fie OJ-<- uwt •1 ~ J ·~ . )Pn ~,J..vvJ. 
01/1 5 ~'\f/CL ' ~~--L~ cf._tt~ ~ P'JIO,;vv> v}-. 

Assumptions?~ 

. ~~ ~' (J 0 

IA'\IDJsturJ;ancEr: _ t-/1 " ,d\ 
\JT f:~'Y\ ~:) . .u.-~--f) Lffvv)'I.Y' v 

0, Poy~""' "'cu' d..t-<~,i ~ s~ 
cJ) Der.L':"" .1-~ ~ 5,.#~() 1-' i.D:t'-d. -r}~flt Yh M"-'-1 [?< U-&rj y4vvv<. "uv/J_ ~ 1J r;t'Vd $-.Af'J,l'} 

{?) ~ !Ju.1v\L~ ~;; AJ!/~tLv~ C_r.;L;. tlLN.,vv,~A-z_rv ?.;{. [,~c _ v'V\..· J_rvz;i ~§t- /fUL 
·' v0 r·H.. v~ . .u?-·VYl.-0 J,;)-!_h~-c. ~ cL:v-:Y Jr--'f" 1-r-n .· · . - .J-o 

' I '.~ r . ' ~ ' ' ~ ' (J '\}_ u..,rtLC 0-fi-/}L r. 1 • ,.- fArL-6 



Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? . 

~ fwP~ ~- &3 ·Q ~ 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil SRill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ~0 years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) -~~~CJ~-----

~ ~~~0\~~d 
() U1MA-#- ~ ~~-

p~ vti\ ~o . GoA ~lu>lA) o.. ~ ~ o..o ~. 
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D~~~ 
PART B ~~~ 
Option (suboption) under consideration iO ~ ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. ~ 

1-:;::P{ - ~ -4-0 I 0 
Expected recovery (%) ~ ~ . L .h :.¥\4-ru.i 

Nor~~~~~ ~u;:u:y,.~ co.-vt -~ u.--,,.,~-· 
Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ~ --')0 
Lower =LQ. 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 10- f5 ~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

~~~.¢. 
\~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower _____ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 

B 1 1
. _ influence thi~ estimate?) 

rvwvJ.c., ~1 kt );"tfJtL~ Jtf .f/,tttl} ~t.i) · !2Jf ~ 'f cLv-J,-. 
~ \f\1~ lx ~ v~~ r 011 

' 

(}) J:;l ' ~ ~ };f. _,t~cbw£ (ht A ~ ~. 

~
, re any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
ecovery? 

a;r tW.£-,...,. ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ·to ..-U'C- a ~~ ~ ~ 
~c~n1·~ ~ 
@~ Ia /J.' .~~v, ~ .?\ rUoJ...uA-~ 
(0 tJO-bl 1- ' c;0 0-1 ~ £fb l). ,r-tUM_ ~ ~ 



Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is' the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• - What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) 30 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper cJ) 

Lower lO 
u,o~ 

Assumptions ••• 
tU ru JJwr IlL urrJ.I)._ lfMS1-aLL i1H &s& 

~ ~ {)A).__ ~ fu 0<- lA ~ ~ i?,;q-

~Wa.~ ~ ct~()v-~ 
~~~ ~1Yul ~ ~· 

0~ ~" 
~ 



Assumptions: ~ M ~ ~ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

· If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PART E 

~V\. ~ ~ ~ ,)l.&U_ If"~ .-:o~ 
~~,-~ -~sJ- ~ ~· v•·~· ·~ 

~~~ 

, 

If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~ 

Expected value (%) Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill populati~n 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~~ ~~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) - ~ 

Acknowledging that 
expected recovery, 

there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
please try to quantify this uncertainty by 



' 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} A. .~J , 1\ - -...r-.J _ /1 r/1 ()~// ..~ 
~ la:h~ , ~ ltx .,.,...,-rD"' vYl ~ w~a-v-

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ___ _ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? • •• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~~-~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ /U)~ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper· &>O =h> - 3Q j;U) ~ 
Lower __________ _ 



L 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ /;U> ~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range.· 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ______ _ 
Lower ------ MJ ~, 

Assumptions? (Are there assum tion ~ implementation du~atio: such as the level of ~ 

Q 
influence this'estimate?) or number of projects that ~1 

. ~ot a ~ ~~ f"'-OIA..J_ ~~fu /?<- o...~~· 
@ u ~ ~ "" !UP!- p--ole ofvl. ~ ~ 'rlvH \ 
.Wvt-l"tJ ~ #o--A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,/YIAJWI-) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

~ -5D Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper · -flft;;J... - f 0 
Lower _ 15 -tv _ <g'U 



envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) upper -to 
Lower ----=1~5-.,-.... 

WitQ implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill , 
population levels (or un-oiled)? ') 2.0 ~ kfYt.PS>fall ~ 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) JIIJ!:::6. ~ ~ .0_£ .. o..JJU_ {o 
~~ ~(lb~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ~ 
Lower f.t2 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) · . ~~ldiA 

{\'tlPlM?~~-fv ~ M~ 1 ~ v~ f~l ~ 
~~'t~~ 
Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~~ ~ uJa.Q ~ ~) ut- ~ckWU 
~ -fl<.t t:V~ .1M- u- wu ~ ~ n ... 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your sinqle best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) . ~u)/ -----

I+~~ h?'lA uw.sA l:x ~eO ~ ~~ ~ \-jaOV"-1 
~~- o· , 



'- . 
~· 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
I Lower ------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? . 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~O 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 
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Expert's Name: Kathy Kuletz Date: December a, 1992 

PART A - Natural Recovery ~ 

Injured resource: Marbled Murrelets 12- r~&~~ 

Pre-spill population estimates for PWsM-4' I.. c,o,OVV 
(un-oiled) 

"(::ttJVO l sv ~ 
- ~q,OVV j 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS "12/13 ;;o,(]ffi) 
(oiled) "'o, 'l 1 ,r,,fDV 

Degree of recovery without intervention: 

:;. ), 07!" 
· f1 Zi71J 

]~ 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

go,fJIJO ) 
--::--- , oo, (}(10 ru-; ~ Expected recovery (percent) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: tg;,o:;O Lower: 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 1-o -, ~ ~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: SD I 1'>• 1°'(ji0 ~ 

Lower: 0 aft fi"'l-"'-,1; 

' ~~pl. 
/.~ .. ~ ' 1- · ~-~ Assumptions? 

• ' \ ~ • ..._,"" L • ,.4 ~-~ fu,.'\-\~JJ..d ~ ' . 
Habitat: 1{1 fJC"t-h '<J," ~.q:v \.........-J "":~"-~ ~'~ , . fM)AA' V\1"-

\Y. I ..r-l• ~ . . ,(1 i'f I -1 t -=. ''\A.A-1 ~ • /'J.. -h,~ , l1-t.J{ 
ltil tl I ·v \ ''"-""'J ;;.-<- ,. .. • ·~ , • ~- r. ··/w. S~~ · 

1::-\. ;;- A • - ..... ~L VJd'). ~ ~ tv J 4'l. J...t.~ 
Disturbance:~,.y kV~~ NY\ ;:5~ - sh1: ~ ~ 

rtJ r bu.$\~- rJ,J.w~ /~ lN-~ . ~-
Harvest (mortatlt:Y):- --, . ~Low ~ ~ ~ .':fe8-v-t tt~ 

Iii-~~< ~ .t~-t~ . ::r;;:;~ ~-0' 
Are there any differ'fn~s i~ ~e assumptions ~ fr; making t~ J<J,--ti 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty~ ~w~ 

(0~-~HA~·~ I to, 

~- Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect ~ 
11" the population to be in _ years? .A.JJ..t 1 ~ ~- VfLV-·c.L.t.~ ~ 

' 

,,,~~ ~~-'~ ~J 
_ Expec~ed status (% of pre-spill) ~~~~J, .. ~ t¥--4- $1 c~;-L 

1j "'" ~~~- Jl.q-• ..,.. _ _ u -'""'.:fl,.'\V.cA(' (~~" (}# r V)' Ql P: ..n"' f ,~ ('-' .• -. ~. { <f\A-' ' I v"" !\,.• ....r" ,, • ~\·- · 1,: •. ''\~·'·"'-
\1Ai~'0 \' ,!\_ t..¥ "".1.-.-' . ..., . .J.J. /. ,, . ""~ 

\ ~"-a. .. 'IVV : l. . h"'l ~ JI/¥,J-- - ~~· ,'- ' -;,.t}-~'r .. en· I I \<"0-f (..J•v.l..<f [fi.l.., I$( li-t:(./0:. { ' r,. <_,.-I :-\ fuJi_ ~._,, . t .,'--· . itr ·:•" 11 . 11·1'U~JLI'..;~ c . ~ f(l:'·· • -<1 1·'f ,ll~ 1 ' ,, . ( . 
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PART B 

Option ( suboption) under consideration ~U ~ l tJ.kJL. 
Degree of recovery w~~lementation, of this option: _ .4-u \,L 

gt>1• Expected recovery ~~~ . ~ 
Uncertainty (%) S'IJ,f Upper , · · ~ ... ~ 

)O-fO Lower t•J·(~\'--~$ · _ 
rt~ ~ ~ (l\r~~ ~ t?t> 1¢1 ~ f~l 

Estimated recovery time with implementation of this option: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) . 0? 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ?~e,, 
Lower ~· 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 
implementation, or number 
this estimate?) 

Tlt4s i.S oss~ ~ hu ~ ~ 

such as the level of 
of projects that influence 

~ f/2-io~ l ,_ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prin;e William Sound; ~~-l ~ -~ _ ~ -

If so, how. ~-t· 1~ ~ ~'( ~~ 1 

(lA.t ~. 'h ' ~~ ~ w ~/C,. .. p.M.~ eLu-t 6:; cttF-~ 
.{',:,~ ~ f-Uj~v 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or N 

If the habitats are not currently imiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they ma ecome limiting? If so, ••• 

Estimated negative impa if option is not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) pper: __________ __ 
Lower: __________ __ 

;::::--- ~ ~- cb ..r· ~~9-... Jr 'IJ ~ ) !\'l (>""' • . -t~>"-' , . 0 '><:<' . , II'' 
. ·- t L:t.i ~.~ .. tt ._.-~ · A _., \.~. Ju . ~ . ,I\_ ;r- • IV'< ..... ~ ' , .. ~·" y ,..!. ' \) ,, t"' " C..,J"' ~- ''-1 ~,.,y ,.,}""~~ '(/-' 

Assumptions: 



1 , .. 
... 

\, \.r 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? 

PART B - Enhancement potential 

Do you think that this option could be used to brinq the 
population above pre-spill levels? tJ 0 

· Expected value (%) ___ _ 

· Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B - E: 

OVerall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, ·sin 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 



L ~ • 
-. l ~-

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to ·accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expecte~ value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: ________ __ 
Lower: ----------

Assumptions: 



,• 
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.. 
\, 
• 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration W /+t1vti~·~ 
Degree of recovery with implementation of this option: 

ExPected re~overy (%) ~ 

uncertainty (%) Upper W 
Lower ,w 

Estimated recovery time with implementation of this option: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper SJ) ~~-
Lower !St.; 

Assumptions? (Are th ere assumpt · implementation or n~ns such as the . level of 
r;-, this estimate?i . er of projects that i. nfl.uence 
U ~~ ~ I\.O't ~ U.M t,.,t' IAII\.Ut 1.)( -l 6.-U .I.JwJL ~ •. -. 
(!) ~ ~ ~ h> J.w¥tL, ~.·Oa-1 ~ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? ·~·~~~ tt~ 

If so, how? .s~ ,~ ~-if ~~ 
11 

It( .· ,_.r 
\~ I ~· ~~ 
~ ~~-f 
~~- -~ jJA 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
, is limiting for the resource? (Yes or~~~ . 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic s9enar~o Ehere they may become limiting? If so, •• • 

'/P5- ~ \~<i ~ ~~ Estimated negative impact (%) if option is not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: __________ _ 
Lower: -----------

Assumptions: 



·~f • 
• 
\ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? 

PART B - Enhancement potential 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? l. •O 

. I" IY 1\ 
Expected value ( .%) , · ())tJv1IA ~ 1).-t /'~,-

Uncertainty (%) Upper C. .1'\/lA . f.A,~ t~~ 
Lower {Vf'"' __. ~. 

~r~ Assumptions? . 

summary for Parts B - Bz 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a ·consequence -of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in ·100? .... ) 
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PART ~ (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

-
can this option be combined with another option(s) to· accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the -maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What i~ the 
minimum I of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: ________ __ 
Lower: ________ __ 

Assumptions: 

....... '-· ~-:. .. --: 



' t. . .. A 

i~ 

::. 

\W:lc, ·~ 
PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration 

Degree of recovery with implementation 

Expected reco~ery (%) '00 ( fl, 

Uncertainty (%) Upper fIJI} 
Lower f(} 

~~pts.·~~ 
of this option: _ 

footL)· 

Estimated recovery time with implementation ·of 'this option: ~ 

• tAl~ • jl. • ~(1\ 
Expected time to recovery (yrs) r~, ~tr~~~~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper 4f1'·'"·'f,",. "':_,..,.-
Lower t> ~-

1' 
Assumptions? · (Are there assumptions . such as the level of 

implementation, or number of projects that influence 
this estimate?) · · LA _ .. 

- ~ tt~~ Pt.US ~ ~ ~ .... 1 ~ fM_ ttH't~ 
~" ~· -~ ~-.' ~~~ ~~~ :~~ 
,.,...~~~~ ~ .. ;,n</_~p-: ~~~ 

- ,,~· ~ ~ ,11-- ~Y- ~ ~- r· r ~ '\ 
Is th e reason to expect the effects of this option to be diff;3ren ~t~~ 
outs' e of Prince William Sound? ~~ 

If so I how? .I'l ...... H r.~- or 
. ~ ~- (,\MHt l1l \,vnul- ,;'. to .... ~ ~ 

\. tw~ 6~ -:--JW;J\ . \Jt\ 
~ U ~O,J Vi'' 

PART C ~ 

Do you believe that the habitat~ich is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? ~ or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, cold'd you imaglne a 
realistic scenario where they may become limit)d(g? If so, ••• 

Estimated negative impact (%) not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: , 
Lower: __ 7>~// ______ __ 

Assumptions: 



• 
s.i 

I 

.. 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William sound? 

If so, how? 

PART E - Enhancement potential 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower 

Assumptions? 

summary for Parts B - E: 

vi~ ·~~ 
iV"'1 ~r1fP• 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 
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PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to· accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential .rate of recovery? (or •• What i~ the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years)~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper=----~~ 

Lower: 

Assumptions: 

-~~ ~~ 
<:: 

~~ 
-

\ ~~ 

Wtt~ 

~ .j- ~· • ;) ~ • ,WJJ.y~ 
~~ ~ ~ ~()/lL~ . 

~ ~ M~ . ~ ~ c)J.'lA-t\lwJ:;u/ . 

LewL- ~ ~ (;lttAt ~ ~A 
~1·/..js ~ .· ~ ~ a.MYW~. 
~""'( ~ W*1 ~. ()f'tJ~ . ~ ~ ~- 10. ' - - ... -..........:...t wVPI h-t-- ,..vt~ 
U;YlA..C/~ ' . ~ ' ,-vr·- . I 

~S. 
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B p·:·~·· ·-·· ~:L!G'e--\1" .. 

.. 

Date: December 15, 1992 

' AAT A ,. . -- Natural R ecovery, 

Injured resource: ~-t-~c( 1-\tA.t-tt.(~J Ll@iju!n DUcJts 

-:w•y ~ ''( 1"'\ MC.." I ~ ... , (. 
,., 'T";L \ b't-'l ' - I ~ ~~~ 1'o -.41\ 

I r~. f}~ D \ h~ .()t:>O Pre-spill population estimates for PWS - - , - 1 _, 1 , 1. r 
(un-oiled) • r v .. 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS I I~ D fJ ~I - r 1 .... - ~ ~} f}P-1 - ·--..: 
(oiled) · 1 

• -
1 

t<."d-~ M.~ ... P~ 5~ (1 ~ J._f-.._) 
Degree -of recov~ry without intervention: 

aor · 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill basel~ne levels, -<100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next so years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) ( ( , • , _ 0~ 

a """'()f. ~c-\ 4o o~c''- rJ<2 ~'"~ 
Expected recovery (percent) o",T >ff ""'f cvcrl- CA~-~~~t Of~ i ("'A.\1 
Uncertainty (%) Upper: · "'/001 ODD (f>wS) 

Lower: (0, 01!10 
; 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 'a0y~ j .,0.,.. 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: {'0 

_ _ Lower: __.,I.&.Q__ I _ 
~ , J J \ 'Q vf( J 'o :s Slt.J_f 

Assumptions? c ld J 1 ~ k 1' "' ~ 1 "'~0 "'· t:c.. "l"t',.. ~ 50 •" .;~ , 
' Habitat: 'IJ)(- -4-kt'u · ;1 ~,r;.-.1 f'"v:t ~t( tr, ,'{"'-+ /'J e+ H-l J ~~t-

lo' f /"'' p(o'" ( ....., o ... I d 'l.t .@-( r ; "" ""·i''\ "'-\ .f to wld 1,4 ( t d: ( "' < ..-!-"-< 
(""- i. fOol t" £>\1/t~,~: t ,_,,·~ ~ 1 4-ft • ) f}ot.. .,.,j ''> pt-ol. \~,... ~ 

-· - · L,w /Pvtl 4 ,, lf r~~ tf f-te - 1-Dft.'l ~t c'f...t 'v,'~y ' 
Harvest {llf;tNit!l: ~,_., ....._ 1111 ~"1'Z l~v# l,s, , [id,.r{ ~ ;.. 

~~~·~ ., ,,, ( 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 

arrive at the upper and l ,ower ~~~~?~f.f~ 1;;¥_ o!:irt~·r-}!tf, ~ 
Set ~~ ~ r~·~.. ~k~ ~ ~ ~. -:r-..., 

Had the Exxon Valdez ~~;f:~ nJf.A:>ccurred, where >fOUl yo expect . ~ 
the populatio:z:t..Jto bt7tn years ? · ~ ~-e $ f l ve..... f -. /' ~ fL._ • 

~ (2"-rr-t. ~.e..vo, t>; ·sto, - t,.tr;.Jk.~ ~·Q ~--·- 1..-_~ 
Expected status ( of pre-spill) .I!?~(.(./'~ ( v~ IF tt/'~~~ 

c~. ~&~ 
I I 4 ( f;;(("d~. ~ M Ql. ~. • 1'>/ ). .., "~ 
fOvl e-o r.. · ./ 



~ 

PART B 
_]' f\£ 1~ cC"' r-'t·"'-\ ~ tH i Gt ( ( 1 "-{ 

Option ( suboption) under consideration f1 ('tv i""" i"'2.. P 1\ -+' ~ Co "'lk f)& 
Degree of recovery with implementation of this option: .. r 

agA"() .~ -\-- o,·c.k1;;1t't\J M4tj W.e..No,.J 
Expected recovery (%) 0- W" fPD J NO'\ fc'j<(}y ~ "io 
Uncertainty (%) Upper ftfJ~O''O - ~ ~ / 'r 

Lowerf572,DI'fl-1~~ ~ /,y (·,~ {~ .. 
~"(;; 4 r-VC:::: ~ t+J.. lo ( (./...,-;.~ ~ ~ 

d({o ..r I -----...._ f.Mit l ~ JJlJ ' - 11 Ac" ~ 
1 implementation of~t~is option: / ~ 

Expected time to recovery (~ vrs) 

Uncertainty (yrs) Uppel 
LoweJ 

Assumptions? (Are there· assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, or number of projects that influence 
this estimate?) 

Is t~ere reason to expect the ef . outs1de of Prince William Sound;ects of th1s option to be different 

If so, how? · 
MN Sot-{ -,..,.e.+ e\ d I' v ''+-t. i N ~ I ~ ~ ~ k" d"""" .&a"t (-.Jvfr..'(t s ,d-~J ~ J or-'+ f:"'r:; ~A~ •'"-'tt'~ 

Do y~elieve that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limi~ for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habita~are not currently limiting, could you imagine a · 
realistic scenari~ere they may become limiting? If so, ••• 

(%) if option is not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: --.. 
Lower: ~ ..., 

Assumptions: 

'"·· 



Is there reason to expe~e~~ec1 
outside of Prince William s~ 

. If so, how? 

PART B - Enhancement potential 

to be different 

Do you think that this option coul/t1d be used 
population above pre-spill levels? 'r~ 

Expected value (%) ~ • 

to bring the 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower 

Assumptions? 

- E: 

Overall, what do yo think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reache exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e •• 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 
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PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

-
Can this option be combined with another option(s) to·accelerate the 
rate or deqree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What ig the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: ________ __ 
Lower: ---------

Assumptions: 



I. 

.. 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration .:Jt~~- +\.A~ A~~. 
Degree of recovery with implementation of this 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

opti~n: l:.t;.. do/<J '+ b~) 
~~~&.: S'O 

'Yft~!O . n ,cCJc:; 
; 

Estimated recovery time with implementation of this option: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) r~~ (~ 
uncertainty (yrs) Upper "~ ~n~) 

Lower_____ r 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, or number of projects that influence 
this estimate?) _ / ~~ 1\ ( 

tn ~ +l.JI-t .., ~ f:{ ,. -lL &.4 t r.... -VtJ/ 1 t-1 '?""'" s,..,._,., c t...~-J. \....!/ . ~ ,. .L r.~ vt, ~ .... _.. .. -LJ 
~ ... ~ .__,,.. •• ~v~ - ,-{~~' 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so' how? " r ,_ ~ M 
A-1-t~- 't ~ "~.1 

I d_ ~· ·~ ~ 
~~r ~~~-~ 

~~~ 

~ 
k1 ,~. 

PART C f"-7 .,..,7 

Do you believe that the habitat which l.hprotected bfl"'thJ.t? qptign 
is }~i)ing ~fJ'f th~ resou~ce? (Yes or~~-(ctAJ/.i/ Noe ~ 
~ M. ~· rN ,,,~ · j(. 

If the habitats are ~ curren"50y lfmiti g, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario whe~e they may become limiting? If so,_ ••• 

Estimated negative impact (%) if option is not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: __________ _ 
Lower: __________ _ 

Assumptions: 



. 
1· 

\ 

Is there reason to e~t the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince Willi~sound? 

If so, how? 

PART E - Enhancement potential 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower 

Assumptions? ~ 
J> 

Summary for Parts B - E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of tpe proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 
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PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for · all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to· accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

·uncertainty (yrs) Upper: ________ __ 
Lower: ________ __ 

Assumptions: 



. r.:~~ ~- ,t:). M . 
\k \ S::( ,N_ .h\ .. ;) ,_.. ~ ,y f*:_ _-;+.t- I f""'~/ 

~- (-~ ~ L,_:- ~-\1/ ~. 
[b, f ~ CN' --, 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration >f ·~ 
I 

Degree of recovery with implementation of this option: 

Expected recovery (%) 100 ()~ {) 
Uncertainty (%) Upper /0 o 0 .u:f) 

Lower a'o j fld o 

Estimated recovery time with implementation of this option: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~~ ~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper--::~~CJ=---

Lower 
-~~---

5~-

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, or number of projects that influence 
this estimate?

1
) (} f ~ p f 

(} S'--UL. A~ovf. Uu.. ~- ~-~. ~ · >JP 
~ &e 6( 1 /A~ .{_~ ~~'-J dia{., 

/ -/Jr...., ~til~ ;J/,_~ .~ ,v ~ b .. y:,1 (f) ... '!f ~ ~~-"--~ c· 1(jt) ~ cv-. ~v.J<"'Al~A . 
Is there reason to expect the effects of-fhi~ option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? -~ ~ 

If so, how?C,£ ( . ~ \Y.: 
Q}("!cne .?~ c·~ '1-1'- As \~'<' ~ v-- · · -

' ~I ((~ ~)::: '(k (s~J 

PART C 
w,U. <;~_ ~ ~ - :,<a-

~-'"~ . 6t>. lie 
VL~ · ' 10 ~ 

Do you believe that the habit~ch is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? ~or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, ••. 

Estimated negative impact (%) if option is not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) Upper=----~--Lower: __________ __ 

Assumptions: 
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PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to· accelerate the 
rate or deqree of recovery even further? ~S . ~ r ~ is 
~- ~~~~ 
What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What i~ the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) fO 

Uncertainty (yrs) ~pper: r 0 
Lower: .S:.O 

> 100.&-

fA~ 
L~--

Assumptions: 

~~ A#~ Ire~ ~ - -4 '> (0 ~ 0 f) C' . 

:J ~ i-t> ·· r· ~c( t;e/. A~ S.~. 
kt~ll~k (/A!> F ~ c--. · M 
~-. M~~ 
I ~ ... . 

dJ,k- ~ ~ ~ ~ 44: k.Q.Mo.IA... 
& ..,,.__(( wZ k '"!-~ I d- t' ~ .. "'7 ~ (:rwt h ~ :~ <!i-$ . 

Af(.,. ~ -4 IV,~ /it~ r.,. 1'!~1 t ~ 
f s~ :r:CfL ~ tL. ~ A 6L .,{,(~ 4-, 

J( ~ ~J,()"ti-- #? f'J f)tltft; ~/ p_{c 

~ I 

.Jk.... {f ~ 1> f4-d-' (\.! ' 
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~xpert's Name: Stan · Senner~: Date: November 24, 1992 

PART A 

Injured reso~rce .. ·Mjlrblj 
' . ., ·.,·:: .. ·· 

Pre-spili population estiJD.a~es for PWS 300,000 (1912) 
(un-oiled) · · · · · 

Post-spill population·. estimates for PWS .&.11 owo.Lt ...... oiUou.o _______ _ 
(oiled) . . 

morgue counts - 17etd 4-o· ~ w~ ,.,t. 4V ,·.,fo. 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and -then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a .range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actua1 degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, . we are asking you to construct a · 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population · is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = ' local 
extinction.) 

.·);._ 

Expected r~covery (percent) o stahilizeUncertainty (%) -25 to •25 
- worse · 
- best 

Without intervention, how ·many years will it take for the population 
to recover to, the . deqree.· -identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above .is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time · for the-~.:population to decline.) Again;; please 
provide single estimate· in .years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ 2::.:5~-- Uncertainty (yrs) ....1.5.:.35 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: still havejorage tish; nesting habitat not limiting and no 
further losJ; of nesting ·. habitat in the absence of implementat-ion of any · 
option · _ 
Disturbance: --p~obab;y· not a problem · -

'. 

Harvest (mortality) ; ,:: incidental flake ac~ounts for a few percentages 
of decline 

. Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper a~d l~wer bounds of1your level of certainty? 

Higher value - worst case scena.rio represents the time · to stabilization, 
ultimate worst case ts continued decline with no upper bound in years 



~ 

~ 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil spill not occurred, where would you. expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? Note: trhis question does not 
always seem to apply. 

Expected. status (% of pre-spill) diminished rate of decrease 

PAR'l' B 

Option ( suboption) under consideration minimi.zing incidental 

Based on ·your scientific understanding, please provide a single~ 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementatio~ of this option. · 

Expected recovery (%) 0% = stabilization 

Acknowledging that . there is uncertainty i.n this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) -15 to ±25 

With implementation of this option, in your best judqement, how many 
years would · you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)-a2o ______ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range ~h 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) 10-35 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
· implementation, . or number of projects that influence 
this estimate?) 

Assuming geographic correspondence between bird ·concentration and fishing 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

Fishing is not randomly distributed so impacts vary between areas 
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Is there reason· to·expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? 
No. · The more localized the distribution ~utside of PWS, the importance 

PART <juld be increased · 

Option ( suboption) , under consideration habitat degradation 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
·best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%)_.0 ____ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning ~ ~0% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) -10 to ~25 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? · 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)--~2~0 ____ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) 15-35 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, or number of projects that influence 
this estimate?) 

· No loss of high quality nesting habitat · 
(Also there is no high q~lity habitat not in use) 

Are any assumptions different from those .we identified under natural 
recovery? 

chainsaws stopped tomorrow. 
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P~T C 

Do you believe that the habitat whiQ.h is protected by this op~fc:).p;? 
is limitinq for _ the resource? ~~~;~or··· No) in use but not at car~.~~~' -~~ 

If the habitats are not currently limitinq, could you - imaqine ·a 
re~listio scenario where they may become limitinq? If. so, please 
provide your sinqle best-judqement estimate (in percent) · ot the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented __ 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated neqative impact (%) continued decline to low level 
I 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 
-~:or -·chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this ranqe. 

Uncertainty (%) ____ _ 

Assumptions: 

Assume that cutting occurs in one decade then 1 to 1 correspondence in , 
decrease in population 

Is there reason ·to expect the effects of _this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? 

same as for incidental 

PART B 
If the rate or deqree of recovery can be benefited by. implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to brinq the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

overall, what do you think is the gbance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exce~ded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.q. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

Solely with ·this option; 2 or 3 out of 10 · 
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PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum I of years to recovery?) · 

· Expected value (years) ____ __ Uncertainty (%) ________ _ 

Assumptions ••• 



-r:-ry ~ I 
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Expert's Name: (_!_f._ ,;' ;;:__ 
-' 

·;' "''-} Date: (:..- ' ::.;;. ·:i ~-
( 

PART A 

Injured , ... • ' I I . l resource ; ... ~-- " :.- ;;· ~~"'~. ,,,,;;, :.~ .-:-

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS ,'\. '- 0 0 · o: : ") IC'f l ]_ 

(un-oiled) 1'\ .,j 12 ( :' (._ (' . '· ,., /) .: r /, 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

?o-'Lf..d ,-· /:- '-! r:. ·oo 

[Metric used = ] 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent)- :) 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower 

Q 
-LQQ 

/ . 

~- ' ' .• 
. / -::L~- i _ ./ 

/ . "l I .:.·c...,; :) ! ( ,', 

·': 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ID ---- -L.·' .... : /l p"' 

Uncertainty (yrs) 

Assumptions? 

Habitat @ :' ' ; .. 
/ 
)~. ' . 

t·~..:~ ' ' ' . ·: 
BJ.~ti.u:hance:(]_~ ( ~:) 

.... · . · ' 
1 .. .. 

-, ···., { 

y 

i 

-'<- .y-Upper __ \ ' __ 
Lower _) .-, 

'I ; • 

' · 

/ ' 

( ' ., 

,- ·-!. 

'·· 

. ' '*" 

. { .' - • .. 

vl r. 
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.llarvest ~ortalit~): -~-·-r~t , 
r 

";: ·r.•!f'.' ·~' / ( ... . :' !.,!.{' ~ H .t,(p .... . '/..Jt.l~ d.(..u... -
d . • I 

' , '-.... :._ L{ ~·'J• .. ~ , \ tl,:j .tttw ~ .~L.I._ · ·"·~.· " . :~, c , 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are _making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

1 'r 
f\.,l- cv ·..r L J :11 l: I 

...,.. ... • " ~ W' .. '-· 

( ..... 

I •'; t1 ·r, ;; 
(...<. ..-: 1 .... t '· \ ... ~ I 

l ' , .... J 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 
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PART B 
;: . . 

Option (suboption) under consideration. __ ~--~-~~---------------------

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide · a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

' Expected recovery (%) - · 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ( __ ....;;_ __ _ 
Lower - ; ." 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ ~---

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

; .. -~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ , _..L. ___ _ 

Lower ""''.j 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

14 r;_ I\..~ ( (_ ' . •' .). '· 

I ., ~. ,_,; 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

No 

/ 
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,~ ' ... 
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PART c No+ c.p r~h"c tL{-·iJ. D' ~~ i'\ ' ,Y.\\>v\u:?! _L:~~c~(~~-~ t-j- ;~~;> -i .. tULL.-·· 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ______________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower --------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effect s of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

Dl" 1---z./ . . ' 

an~(or Prince Willi~m Sound} . . 
I ' ' .:h,..,o,' .-- 1 r • , ·i e · · 
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PART E 
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If the rate or de gree of recovery can be bene fited by implementing 
the above option : 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Ass umpt ions? 

[( \ ..... ( 
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Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) . 

.. ., .. 0 h • • t , • ..1 ..... • ' • ... . ' 4 .. . p rtr1t1t-/..:· ... l,_.t: t b t~J~·' , V> .;. v-"' ...t. • • j-~ , ( e · J · · .... .. 
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PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _______ __ 
Lower ---------

Assumptions ••• 
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PART B 

Option ( suboption) under consideration 7 · -: ·· ( < 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

rn 
Expected recovery (%) - Jv 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 0 
Lower - 1 · ,., 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) i ·"' -----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ ~(~----
Lower ' ·· · 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

' ·! I : 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

'··. ! 
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PART C .·~ 
0~ 

Do you believe that the habitat which is ~tected by this option . 
is li~iting for ,the re~ource? (Yes or Nof 1..1· k..t.-~} ~A..C.<f u...t V\£ 1•:!(1 d ~ ... ~ -h:. 
~~1.s A-t. d.(. ~""= 0 11'!:-" +t-.t: /r:... J "2-0 ':'t~~?-
If the habitats are not currently limfting, could you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (t) 5'0 .. . . ~ .1 e'l 1 
L ~{ ~{-..(~ ) j..c-jj.,~1 .; ,r;-..{d- { t·... . ·' : 50t;~ '6 _,L(<-C..· .:W ~/l.J1 ("i_.., 5 '.ft £'\.. i'). t I }17 

~~ 
p·,~ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall ·outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 0 
Lower -{DO 

Assumptions: L·!Je_ cU)"- '..J 
(Y\cvYV\,-t-" ~.~tttt· 

tL-f_(ll. (t 1 It 1 t 1 v-> cvf~1 t~\ · ";.. -1-,'.ft~, 
;o ~f~ fl)~'t/U;,-- ·fiLl.~ i.-tt'l.4.'[ '· ..,..._(.~ ~ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

tnu h!. flt\..{lt.J c-!,._t__~A.f 0 , t -iL<- A"( f,:~ ..,~JJ_fL_ o ·: <fi ·~..l t ~d "'·F . 
., ~cult ! ;.;1:t:'IR. • MU..; -" ' '·.' ·-• ~ ' ; 'J ' '.; ( 'j '-'':jJ ''{; 

'~~R-- Pv.JS . ~d._ ,. _l·tL--li'1'>~ . . Y1~~··1~ ~ /A U~·~v:i.~ 
I. tf._( [.CJ! t:o ~'~in- H.€'l. t·J~ -1-tu . ., , 
~RT E J 

If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? .•• ) u 

''[(.,Q\"~< of i;tt,\i /... 1-hi"\.P.. ;Jc-·:· , ,i•~t\' ;,;·~; VV\"-rU)';v.J..__.·(l~4 -f·iL-'J ~}') ~-"''" 
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PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option (s) to accelerate 
rate or degree of recovery even further? lj~ ' J-1r'\_.( \CA-~e~ 

(_ l \_Q..,_.I) \_.( ,(: ~ 
li 

Sttt(",' .~~ J 'it (i\ t1 li1"- 10 

the 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .. What is the 
minimum# of .years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower -----

Assumptions ..• 
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PART B 
/ 

) '. 1"1 ; ~..· t .. . J • ' ' #t - 'I ,. . ~ (" 

Option ( suboption) under consideration ·-- '- ..._ -· ' ~. · · .. ,~,.· ··- '· · ::_. 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option • 

. . 
Expected recovery (%) -- ,.. ~ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) 
~, 

Upper ___ ~~ ......... ....---
Lower - .. __ ......._ ___ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

. ,-
Expected t1me to recovery (yrs) _____ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper <; --::-:;..----
Lower____.J.iZI....oo)~--

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

t, r , • 

) 
; .. '-· ., ' 

.' 

I ~ lc 
I '~ , , '1 

t ,~ i 

Ar~ any assumptions different from those we ide ntified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you· imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall -outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? (Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} r ~.r- _1 ~ , 

.l.nv\ . . h....a l.,·,...t UVV' _' q ~ lP ~('~ 
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PART E ~J.c\.. It 5[)/. C ; • 1 iS ·- } r l\.Q ( r: <' •='- ( ( · ' • 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be 6 e nefited b~ implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
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Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? •.• ) 

3 1/V\ 10 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? -r .{ \A..-e ~}-t. ,'/.-1~ .-., ...L H-t 

';"v'~t \.A;-zJ;. "'' , )'1·i.•:> lt .:..~ ko ~--.-~ :--1 ±. t\\../J. :..1 S1Jf (1 ~ x ~-,-'l~} ~" : : .. ,, S wt p·;~.ll '', 
l\Vt'(' . )-· 5 0 :.\' '1C~y'.(.)-t.-0 (·~ttH(..{ ·\ t::_G~. 1\_ c-f.tr;.tt). JC 1,,:...,_1 . ':: ~(J''· . \ 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) _ S c.:: b 

Fvroclc 

"~0 Expected value (years) ..:- ./ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper 15· 
Lower 3 D 

Assumptions ••• 
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Expert's Name: r1rchc~ Wf 
PART A 

Injured resource f1qcb/J r?urre/~f 

Date: S Dec. '9Z- · 

Pre-spill population estimates for 
(un-oiled) 

Pws ""3oo,ooa t 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

[Metric used = ] 

1 zo1 i/OO ,q4"& ~ 

0
oO { 2 gq,- /(} tj 0001111 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population ·recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent) -S'O- · o 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 0 sk ~ \.t. 
Lower -10<1 1, 

Without intervention, how many years. will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. ~ t. ~ . 

S"'O 1'11 oU•" 
Expected time to ~ (yrs) ____ ~IO~---

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ ~%-:----
Lower 'UJ 

Habitat: 

s,.l.-,.,.., IMJ'" !)~ '"C,..(&l4J ld ,;IJ ~·I'd I !J ro $<' ('C_,.J.< \-con "A~ J;r .. "" .f1s~ 
(n,~ ure~~tl "'~ne.U:e J.o ( .. .,-kn~) a 

oiJ ~,.,..,~\. \~~t}i(J o.rovnJ f 1J$ w•l\ ,'na~s.~. 

Assumpti ons? 

Dis turbance : ·fl 
JY'I• Or-



Harvest {mortality): Gill nel- /t1JS£$ ~~.-.,eJ al- ~rk .Jil.cvsa.··)(J /y. 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

'(;,fl ~ f"()Qket~ (~nh -b ....., ... b. (roj~cl-

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where ·would you expect 
the population to be in years {the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status {% of pre-spill) - ~0~ 

I 5" y~r ~ ~ rec.tl · ~0 ~ 

:.dm<'n 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ,.,.4,..,.~~ i~\ ,..IJ. 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide- a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) -S"""o I~ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __ -...;::.0,.....,.. __ 
Lower :!/5... 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~;c) 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ ~I=Z~---
Lower .s-o 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this e s timate?) 1 1 f ~ 

1t.lr~:~ CPI)~~"-~<Yl &re_ .... .s ~t e),,,..,,,.~ ge~Jt .,f. ""~f-a' tf O> a /o;3 CPS 

k, Fr"s~jv,~ 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~t~tofl_~~~}-t3~ ~ ,.~ .... !~:k"'f C-.,.., slf''< rf k,ri·~ Mvrr~/AJ 



PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your sinqle best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) . 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall .outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------

Assumptions: 

~- Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai;cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Soupd} ~. . \ , , .r::: 0 ,.1c.. L)- \ 'I \ ·( , 

\.Jou\~ b~ 4 ~ \')eA.( n (..., o. ,.,tsc <'~ CT r ""J, 17 doe5n r- ~· I trlt 

~a.~ ~ ~..;rrJ.(;\ 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
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1 
summary for Parts B-E: 

re Wor~ t 
overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?~ 99 in 10Q? ••• ) 

'J ... ~by to J,,.,.~.¢ ,k Wneft-1-i\J ""- fi"'" ~" 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ _ 
Lower ---------

Assumptions .•• 



PART B 

~ I ~~f Option ( suboption) under consideration lo.,., "'4fJ"' s I co 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) -,5'0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. , 

1 
I 

~(.tJJDtH..-. ~ec rn~. 
Uncertainty (%) upper_...aO"'---- 

Lower =..1JlQ 

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) I ) 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __ -wf~----
Lower -30 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 

9Jf, .. ~ ,l:r:rc..ro e{~~1-~~~~~~ 
Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

577 t ,r .u._, ,mrlkJ ,..,.,A J na.. kV J..J./,) ;6 "" s.kJeJ I a.,.Js 
{J,,.~J 011 J,~loc.~ -



PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact ·on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall .outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: .less ~se sol...,""' h..kL,_ y ,~,J·., 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Al aska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} ~ lLh , J r _ , 

\ r . I \ q,c_ ( R.o.~c_ 1 rOM tS .,o til 
rf/cre ~et"f C) Cl - Cc:-v)J cMtVJ~ ( " · Cll\ . I 

ecvld f.4,~,.11~ ... u--..... ~ \.,u-:\\~. 
PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

5 0 v\-- £ \0 • 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) -~so 96 
1 

ZC/ tr.:J 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper I£ 
Lower dd --=----

Assumptions ..• 

res~ sc:;L~.,o"' c~h.t ~ 1980 r;;'r'Zr y-, s ~ «,Jl.-, • 
v L """' IJ tncr~~e tH._ f1 F;-.,..., 

~'fv \ ,h., o~ SOt\ "''~n ~~ v c ~) 

/00/0() 

I~ 
~ ZQiO_. oO(j 
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summary ~or Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

~() ·,s-o (enl{l (:lf~ ... ~t Jt>ni) 
$'0 ""?a% if-(."\~ or~~s c.(fJ;eJ, 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ _ 
Lower ________ _ 

Assumptions ••• 

. ...... _. 
·-. 



" 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration 5f«cl&l da ''f""Hm 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide- a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) .::.:S:O.. 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 0 
Lower·----~g0~z-----

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ISL 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _ ___.fi:..-__ _ 
Lower ZcS.. 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 

p influence this estimate?) O
implementation, duration or number of projects that 

s-oz, cF )/ ;n (v~1,~c.- lc,,J..s 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~ • ., ,f .,.,__...,~ ... re~s - c.Lur€' o.reoo .,f Wr'Q f...,iJt e.;l..,. 
v ~ ~ ~( of \...u_rrt,.,... ro-e t(,.,.- /l'ltJrr.eJ.(.-~s .. 

- re.-.c\... r e.\ eM~ .f ~ Sc. I """" ("" \.:, \, i~eb 



PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is pro~ected QY,~i~ option ~ 
is limitinq for th~· resource't- (Yes or No) Vf1l=nowt1, P&lr ,...,_ •s ""lrfcll.(y 

17._ \M11tf~ Ofit~ i'"""w \Ju~"~~ •Y 
If the ha~tM:s are not currently>~ limitinq, could you - imaqine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your sinqle best-judqement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) ~.1 ,f=- Sl?& 

Estimated negative impact (%) - j-d 
--~--------------

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall ·outside of this 
range. ~ 

fod \'Y1.,.,., ~ ..tJl "IW·r1 S • 
Uncertainty (%) Upper Q _,.::} 'J 

Lower -LOOM 

Assumptions: if ~ .-nD"'~\\l. w o,..~{?d GYl bJ- Jc. t14!.-..~1 
~( v\o-h c.-, \.l\.t1v~ k C9-""h-,._J J-o s-~o~ 

l.s 'os\- ~n ~ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so~ how? . {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sou~d} 

~ ('()o.Y k "1-€- c.-r!fU~\ Ofl f~n.,L 
re'1t<!~U ft,J nes~ c..n <>«vr •• A.f..J kl! J. 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



.• _-:,.p~ 

I 
\ 

\ 
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Bxp~r~' s Name I T ~·11 n>~ Datez I(') P-ee · 1'&-
-

PART A - Natural Recovery 

Injured resoUX:C:e · ~u.t;· ub\aA. .. .... 
""'· · ~~J~~~5 -

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS /H? 3 S: (,qri) 
· ... 

(un-oiled) · 3~ (JqB't) , ~f~j;:Uf IV s 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 21/ VOft'U /V . 
(oiled) . 
Jj- rs «c..o.J~ "l's\dJ.. (..J ~o.~ ~ .. ~ JJ,,J tn (tJ5 

Degree of recovery without intervention: 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can · 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) · 

Expected recovery (percent) 100 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: 
Lower: 

Recove.ry time needed without interven~~, ~ L_l~ 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)~ 

uncertainty (yrs) Upper:~~~o ____ _ 
Lower: ___ ,~o ____ _ 

Assumptions? r , . I I 
• ~..,.,~~ no tno.~_... J,.o.-1(1-e.., M sooo.l sh-ucJ'11r4Z./ _ 

Habl.tat: . fcrul~~ \..os ~ reP-~ -~rr~ C&r_e-~'1 
~ ~~ s~' by :kttJ.~, · 

Disturbance: ·v · 

Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions · you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty?_ 

Had the Exxon Valdez · oil Spill not occurred, ,where would you expect 
the population to be in ___ years? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 59~ or £(1 

r.,t-.vtf\'IJIY) (Co~ ;~ 'ec.\F I J y~"5 wrtl $vrr"lv<!.l -::: I ~J F /t )'' s, 



:.:~ . . ""' . 

PART B a 
Option (suboption) under ~~sid~tiort ~~~~-'f;~~{,J d~~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wi~ 
the implementation of this option. · 

Expected recovery (%) ~o 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this . assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper. _____ _ 
Lower_;..__ ___ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would . ·you estimate the time required to reach ' pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled) ? · · · ·· 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) _______ _ 

Please try to quantify -the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is· only a 10% chance that the -actual recovery 
time required will .fall ~ outside of this ra~ge • . 

uncertainty (yrs) 'lrpp-~r..;.· ·'...-.·eo...:··~··~·;··--
LOwer_ . .2!!.:::.:. 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such . . as the. level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects .that 

0 

i~fluence this estimate?) ·. . . 

~/Jo ~ U~~ JrshJf·b~u Li ·bOQf--lraf.Mcafr~ ~~ rQ~. ·' . 
5rkA wcJenc.e ~ t1c.. ..,k~ ~ • !1. -'3~ /r4J YJ r·L:.: ~-t ~eLIY( Jn~r~u. ~ ko.'f~ 

Are any assumptions differe~t from those we identified under ·natural 
recovery? · -

0 . . 
~ 



J(~b ~,. ~\~f: 

PART B _, ·tJ cr.~~~ 
Option (suboption) under consideration &J;;rc;h?fal- £ Mnfll- J...-(711._·, 
Degree of recovery with implementation . of this option: blo.ci o.J tis~( 

Expected recovery (%) ~\- \~!-- B o\= ~ i'" ~s1 o,n;.,.,
4 IJ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ~lc\ he-~ ~ h-~ 6 L¢/k.,\J 

Lower /. 8Z m~ t 1-t Lyr ~~ (1«/v~J 
Estimated recovery time with implementation of this oJt on: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ___ _ 

·uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower _____ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 
implementation, or number 
this estimate?) · 

AM roJ may Ql~o k llvln.vc:b Le 
PART C 

such as the level of 
of projects that influence 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic-scenario where they may become limiting? If so, ••• 

Estimated negative impact (%) if option is not implemented: 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: __________ _ 
Lower: -----------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? 



.( . 

PART B 

Option {s~option) under~-t:orisiCleratioif;. . · .· .· ~, '• '":*-' · 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provid~- a si~gte, • 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery {in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected ~ecovery "(%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there ·is uncertainty in this assessment" of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisio~ing a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty {%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -----------

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement; how many 
years · would you estimate . the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels {or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify .the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a : lO% chance that the actual recQv~ry 
time required will fall·. ·outside of this range. ·· · · 

Uncertainty {yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the l e vel of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

. ' 

Are any assumptions .different from those we identified under riaturai 
recovery? . . 

~ 
~-~ 

' 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the. habitat which iis protected by 
is limiting .for the resource? (Yes or No) · 

thiS"~f\'(jJi~li· 
F.:~"": ·'"*>~\';~;l··Jffi:· 

·. If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic . ~cenario where they may become limiting? . If so, please_ 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of -the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the . natural recovery 
~~) . 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a ao 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall . outside of this 
range • 

. uncertainty <% > Upper _____ _ 

Lower_~----

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of ·this option· to .be different 
outside of -Prince William sound? ~ · · ' · .~ · 

~ If so, ·bow? (Note: repeat Part B for · other areas ·i:f 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound) 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be _benefited by implementing . 
the above· option; · 

Do you think that this option could be used . to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? · · 

Expected value (%) ______ __ uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be· reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. ·ce.q. 1 . in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100_? . ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed -after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

'Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _______ __ 
Lower _______ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

G 



_ _. 

PART A 

tv~~~ tws Expert's Name: 

Injured resource ~ib I /,auf #frri,IJ!f, 

Pre-spill population estimates for 
(un-oiled) 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

[Metric used = ] 

Date: 1 z -JO- 9z. 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population·recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 

"-. be used to represent continuing decl~~ with -100% = local 
J' extinction. ) fJe,hol.., t nf·~:,oJ- . 

)~8'8' Expected recovery (percent) -~s=S J ,,.,., yr J,.,~.> \ ~ 517 ' ~s .. J.,,~ l'rl .-Q> rf" A ·yr C).e.. uncertainty (%) Upper 1011 .J · \ 1 e~Jrtwt~ ~ -:l >J 
Lower 0 """' s (p'tJ d r I,. . 

\ tt'l"~ fPfv I"' Wo.., .,u:re,J. 
0~ \j ~ithout intervention, how many years will it take for the population 

to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and .·. envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ =g ____ _ 

uncertainty (yrs) Upper 00 wk kn""" s. 
Lower ___ _ 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: ~ c~~ 

Disturbance: 

~- I q 8'8" J\s>v'>'l~ ~ ......... ~ 0.11~ r~,Ju~t. ec.,l<; Lr II~ rs ~c.J >?! z 
l';s-<} ~doss ~lis ,y, ~ (V),~(Cl of -Kc., ,,.odvchon. ~ctwes H.4.~ s-; oF 

(a("I~Hon ,10..$ a.~~-



r- . 

Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) ~ual bJJ~ ro.k 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration~ ~J..wes f!h"?Jfkr/87/ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provid~-a~inqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. As.5u~ ~ wa.s ~ -s-oZ oF 

-f'fll'~"'' Expected recovery(%) -Ja~ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population .levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? . 

r~ fr~s;_,, > .,,II oil_, f..- fne I...,.,J l.,..,.,t 

C ~ O,S5.U1rn¥1~ tm~J _ · · 

) nee.l JJ:JI<:o~ (fvl"k <» 4];;. {1..- ,.,.J ,[('( IS J.:~,_J) ~ ks 
. ~ 'r <!W1 rC:~ '7}/7 r~~ t,Qr~ (Q ' 

c 

..... 

'\ 
._) 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limitinq for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limitinq, could you - imaqine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limitinq? If . so, please 
provide your single best-judqement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated neqative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall · outside of this 
ranqe. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

c 

(-. 
........_,. 

\..._.; 



summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100_:? ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

0 

L~ 

..... 
) 

·~~ 
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5ero-\J *L's . 
PART B 

Option (suboption> under consideration · s'ffl&c--tab.,! ..,L~h-.. ks; 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide-a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
ipfluence this estim~e~ 1 Lt 

~rr~q <k r,ot-- \l ~CY'1-e.:~-.....-;~ se-~ "''n not· k a fe .f.o f17~svl'"~ 
~~fih\J txctf !)'> W,... s of !,.,.Jd. k f..ee t>Y"t'n? fV1 71 /_.vo.~. 
5(bv.JrJ fYl~ .w~sh-o.le& a.r<fl.- tJ..- 1.~-k] 
Ar' any as~ptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

c 

"" \. _./ 

J 70b £ W /o~J svJ./-!J>~ \ &~/7 ~ nJ ~~e /f.a.l 
L - '!J qV o;F ~ Uf 1/1 s~ .. ./, tJ 0 

{)..'€A j .,..,..ere ;1 r~re..d , 
1eeJ.,,G'. ( ~~~btl~ 

JYO"t SV/v/yq/ V/lfSv5 r-Z 8vr.r'Vo.f o~ b.u~ §ub~c~.~ 1 ~,$' }ow, luuu.vs.L 



I· . 
PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If ·the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario ·where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall · outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART B 
.If the rate or degree of recovery can· be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ _ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

c 

t"" . _.) 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100J ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower -----

Assumptions ••• 

c 

"' !J 

,_) 
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PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~~~ J~~~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty . by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

/ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time. required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estim~ 

ee.,,t Vf [....J J.w.Jy""-V>~-' reJvc~ 1-n,.fHc 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

Ot~ a sec. I.e of 1 ."/0 

c 

~~ 
............... 

) 
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Expert ' s Name: J. ;;~. ('ri' - V e~ ~ ::; f'J 

PART A 

Injured resource He< I 1(-'q (.A I rJ DCI\ck S 

Date: I ;;jt b / q ;;:2.._ . >Y) 
( 

.. J-tj v• 

~- :J-Os .. ~- ' ~ -

i 1 . Y C :: !' c; u;.· 0-- c; .. ·. . 

-
~ ~ 1 L .•. -fr Pre-spill population 
_l ~J ~1_·J (un-oiled) 

estimates for PWS 6 
~ ; ~«-~· " · 

'V 0 0 ,(..-.. '" u) .-:-. <;: u,..~ ( cl/ - {.Nf -

~ 

):·J~ pt. 
\\. ~~ " Post-spill population 
r . . f ~,; . (oiled) 

• .- i. -' ; ·..JJ ~~.) ~;,~ i~ .:~ e_ ~." -:'·. ·.- · ·L ~; .. . :· :_,; ! •·· .· ~~ 
estimates for PWS ~~- ~S ( \c;t ' ) 

\>· ·. f '· 
1/ 

I \ ... , \ \ ' 

\

t: ):t'\ . ....... 
.• '· . . i : 

(; ·,;, . 
' . :, l . 

' ./ \ 
•' \ 1 
-JJ . 

/'\J...Jri ;__i.:~. ' 
-:1:ffi; 11 ( 

[Metr1c used=~ '='- & ·· - 1 ? I ] 1,Jvl• ·•' '''·'"'" J ',' .. -. ( ... _ 
(\.) .J l-1 Cc) /< •• · ·<· 1 · ~··· · I ' · · · ''! I · /2£-c.-

Oul !' 1 r ._. i' J '.- -' -'_:; ' '"<'1 . .. ( ~~.£_ 
Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill popula€lc>ri '\Pre~ 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please r ~ 
provide.a.single esti~ate and then try to quantify your uncertainty~):~:~ 
by prov1d1ng a range 1n percentages such that no more than 10 % of , :: ' ·· 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. · ·:···....; ~~ 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence -~;-
interval) " -~ 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% r{".r- . 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return f o oJ_ 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can ob-s. -~r" 
be ~sed. to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local J~-f . 
ext1nct1on. ) r /'· , • u.fec. 

L {f-it_( /.- . ' '< /;~.d' c'-.P I ,.. 
Expected recovery (percent) I 0 o?o 
Uncertainty (%) Upper 

Lower 
1 0 0~ 
9oPo 

i;' •, 0 / \) I{ .. ,- c{ • 
~~~;, r ._, ·i, _ .D ./:~ ": ~--{) r ""'-' r, I , > • r,.O o ~ (/ ~ ;·~··;;·' f - ' , .s .e 

v «Y/ t:/ ., 

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. I(} o //.:, 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~o~~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper (0 
Lower 5o 

;; 0 jt-{,~ 
{-

!6~ 

Assumptions? 
/ · \ \ I r ' · / 11 . . , _ .~-' •J 1 '· 

' ' ·· : ( ;;., ,. J ,) / ,.· ' {: ..r . . . -~ ~ ' .- I .J r;o·,: J~ · ---· c . ··I ~- <P ~ , · · (, ,./"V{ 
(/ ' j :/{ '/ · J ' ,. '-" . r-_/ t . / .. .- :r ~.:..~K ~ . ~ ' 1 ~ / 

Habitat: T a Att· ' ~/ -<· ..<::: · I /.fJ : ·-' ,· ;--.... - · 
T('f,, ; D ";J:: {/( 'f?,--<J<W-<'7 ~ ~ "-~ ·j , .Jif" /·J t;rq~ ;.."P, 

1 , . ·.J...~ .:-~ ,.-~ • rvo // 
(.,A")-....<:.-:• .. ·.··-.£.j ~·-J r •• J,' "f'--' r 

.. /~ ·J-. ~- .... , -. <.i 

Disturbance: 

( r;, ,,!'' .::~-/ t "'(r" 
I' · ·; · " ) 

tJ (' {'-" . (J ' 
~iR'-t2? i r·( .. ~ 

t 
err) 

( 
•. I. 
.:, 1-i i'j _X, !1 / _; 1 .,) . - : I ' . ·"" 

;-~---.' -- .n-~;k-1-
C·./f ! .. .{ J.: • ~-- ,, .r , . - I /_ ' ( ,( ( - J;Jr::l - / ' . f" ( · ,1 . 

\ '! ~ 

~; __..£--- r-
f, !'-("~:;.,·: ! ~ // .· : I'"' 

'J .,.~r . - . I , . "' <.;c. , .· f 
/ . ' .; 
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t ck: t 1 . t ) (' /"· ~ J f7 ~ 0 ~ '\ />' ·• r---r .P_.,::;_;f. k ) .;i Harves mor a 1. y : .."::) eve t_/v-v '-~ ,.,._ I. v~' ._/v 

~ t/'l..v. ,--;:J~.;J) ~~- '~ f;:.Il (Nof (10~ 1 riff oJ-o 
(IJ ~v- ~.!) v 5wl• ··....&t . LIJL~-c c) K ·,_ c.--u-a-:t-(2 ~ ~ '~ - (t•\ \ ·, \.q_ _,; 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ~· ;;?o years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) ~ /Of) 9<:7 (:; ,;-,v "'-<. . r '·12 - ~ r _d.{_ 

~r~·D·v( s;vJJ zl 1 o c< 

C. r "/: 

. I 
~ ·~ " r': . -. 

( / y'./'v·•~· \, 
/ I 
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PART B 

·r 
. /"' 

-"-· 

,---

( \ 

(/ --4 
) '-

// /j •o• 

/__' _ -' /' J' ,; - r~· . , / I - ,,.) ~, / /.r /- ~-_-/ ". -. , ./'-/' -r f./-~- , 
Option ( suboption) under consideration --" , , ... //<-' /. ·.J -;; J 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option . . /,.li:f \! // J:/_ <-'" , '-· , {~ 

c:a•! , 

Expected recovery (%) ____ ~~-
/1 i( 

f '-' '-----

"\ 
Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in hw .. s assessment 
expected recovery, please try ' to quantif¥ thi~ uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence int~rval . 

. I 

Upper ·-r --------Uncertainty (%) 
Lower --------

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your b¢st judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? I · 

! 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) -so 1 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty ~y providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) 
L( , -, Upper .___, 

Lower ;; u 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 

/ J( 

~- /' 1 

implementation, duration 
influence this estimate?) 

Lif~~~ 

\ 

\ 
I 

such \ as the level of 
or number of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? ,-

\ 
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PART C ~-
·,"'-. 

Do you believ~.,that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for ' the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats ~~ not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario wb re they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single b t-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the source if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) "'-, 

'·,,~ 

Estimated negative impact (%-l 
~------------------

···~, 

Please try to quantify your uncertain~Y' '·f~uch that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact wi~l fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions: 

Upper __________ __ 
Lower __________ __ 

··, 

··~ 

~ 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William sound} , _ 1) . -( , _ , _ 

c;( (h'~. -l_~· . fJ;,--1'-CL(.../ 
(;1 ' {) (\.f)-A_ ' 

·J .V t 1J k -I % j -- If If/\&.~-/ ~,r~~'--4" '~A?l~<Yt'- ' ( t-V~.- '-f 
.• / ~f/ • 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? !Uof M$-



Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? .•. ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _______ _ 
Lower --------

Assumptions ... 
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PART B 

t
:; £ r. G \ r~ 

. . . / . -- - \ ( ",-,.._ . _\_ . -\_ n- ~'- -
Optl.on (subopt1.on) under cons1.deration - //'wrJ-::} ~ .. 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implementation of this option. 

,.., ...... 
.. '..:::__ Expected recovery (%) ______ ~- /,. (~ t 

__> 
J 

Acknowledging that there is unc~tainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try t()_\quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence intervai 

Uncertainty (%) Upper _____ _ 
Lower ----------

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) I C7 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper JtY f2 0 
Lower !Jfi/0 

' 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) :--... , , ""j J 

J j ~ ~~f nt-~ u( \-f ( a-vJ ~ ~ \J ; _, '----y, (Jp/ _~ 7~~-c 

I ~ ~- f , f> .. , J { ,..\, o/1/_- :,.- r ( --- - j __ -, j ~ ,., -:- , -~ ~ J--A~-- ., r ~- _ , J"" __ 
~-~· j _/ l -----f'::::-< _, '-' . -- / I' ' . 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you believe~at the habitat which is protected ·by this option 
is limiting for he resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats >fe not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario\ where they may become limiting? If so, pleas~ 
provide your sinql4!, best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on tpe resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumpt~ons used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) \ 

\ 

Estimated negative i~~ct (%) 

Please try to quantify your ~certainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actu~l impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions: 

Upper __ ~------
Lower __ ......,._ __ __ 

""',, 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? No 



summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ••. ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions ••• 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected ·by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different . 
outside of Prince William sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10~~ ••. ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 
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PART B · 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~ ~ 
' 

O.es\ c~4,. 1-.JS , 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implement~tion of this option. 

Expected re~overy (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging tha~here is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% co fidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) ~ Upper __________ _ 
\~ower 

' ------------
' 
\\ 

With implementation of this ··~ption, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate tl\e time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery {"t,rs) 
\ --------
\ 

Please try to quantify the your unce~tainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of th~s range. 

\ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ______ __ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such \ as the level of 
or number of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? / 

(I; 0\.J(f f>..-4- t1J (J7. ·if· 

/) 5S i d J.etf •'b/-
(l - · J . r:_f) 

(1, .... Q_,:-r.J. (.,1_ .j (..pt_X.' ....... 

l;j~ t / · _L ~ > ,A't"'~ ( ";r,-{r 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which~rotected ·by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes o~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please
provide your sinqle best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ~() ~o 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper f?J 7'--o 
Lower 9o ~ 

~'-f-o 
Assumptions: f::e:: £: A::.?~- · ~ {. ( rJ •d5.....- ~ {e:{ aA.( 

0' ( s{ "V'- ~ r .. -"' (ii Y ( r.Jt; fYf'--- ,e 'K ( ~ ·! v_c( ,· r' S (. \J o, c '* (.).)~' 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill l evels? 

Expected value (%) ____________ ____ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

-Po 

) 



I 

summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) (() 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper I r 
Lower /0 

Assumptions ••• 1 dr· cJi} ~ o)] ) ~--~.J.- ,, ( 1'\,f(__. 
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Option ( suboption) under consideration U.-' C · ._ -
1 
v..J;-t.Y' ;;;/ 

PART B 

Based on your scientific understanding, plise provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected reco ery (in pe. rce.nt) with -
the implementation of this option. r> _., > r-·,..- o-< 

Expected recovery (%) /'-.JA ' r:.::u.._.. .. _r-<:?.-7. 
I : · (I / I . .' 

I I 1- -- U' I_...,._~ ···• C·;;r'~ · - ./1 ' v"' '"/ . , . . I/ 
Acknowledging that there is uncertainty ~n this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantifY: this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. i 

' 
Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ __ 

Lower ------------
' ' 
I 
I 
\ 

With implementation of this option, in your be~t judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time requirect to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 1 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ __ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by; providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance tha,t the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this rang~. 

i 
I 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper I 

Assumptions? 

Lower ---------

(Are there assumptions such ! as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
• • • I 1nfluence th1s est1mate?) i 

i 

I 
' I 

I 
Are any assumptions different from those we 

I 
identified 

/ 

under natural 
recovery? _r I t?J/ tV· -7-e-'1;-i 

L J/ l It j' l --"~ .' I 

"·---~;; ( "-"'·'""'/ ·(·..-- ''· ru ~-· {(/ . :; 11 V" 

( () . , 1 ·1 . I ·-~ . 



Expert's Name: 
ru l' ----r---1> c/r J c-•, v· c/;L 

PART A 

Date: 

(} }\ 
~~ / 

( ~ /16 ( q :z_ 

Injured resource \-\fA. f \ 0 1 v.._ ~ ."-J Dv ( \c S. 
~ ·-~-: .A -.-I --- ( 

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS 
(un-oiled) 

l \,J c -f U ;. j &~ ,'J__ v.~(j,L ~ (~·-" · .u.J-

~~~i~~fill population esti~at:s f~ {o-iv"··c: -~~~------- \ ________ ______ _ 

o {r, I' ( I J ilJJ.c-.} Ov'' C - \;./~• :;,""'\._,\1( -~0 r ( '>-P\1,\ i 
[Metr1.c used = v ( ~ ~-d · ) _ _ .. _ , ,_ "'~' -1 r ~ 

~ ;·...,~o [';:;5\d,._, · _, ;,. '-''·'J.~,r .,(·'.;,'"' ,
0

• _·- _. _ ~ :·~. ,.(.f. 
D Nl . '. . ! ; _,_, ·". ' ! .,1 +., C.J ., ?"4 , . I J - . 

I ' I ') ' • ·t 1 -~ . / ' Cc -·' - " 

Without intervent1.on, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population recover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent) I 0 0% 
r. A / __;; c 1:~ ._ , ';,. (. 

,- . 
,/ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower ;f_/~, z,,,;f- IH~:Jf r· ' l,;,< 1' - l.. 

, 
Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) r-o 1.JcA-

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper I o 0 
Lower ..< ~ 

f I ' . 

(I 

.[)''U./'< ''\ 
Assumptions? /'J. (' --4t;J-~ 

~'-( 

'-·- Q(. : • --~ c:;:..~ 

Habitat: N ~ (__ o;c; r'('.J 'i 
f 

Disturbance: (!.Jr_, 1 . 
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Harvest (mortality): _f b.J',./~ s· \ ~ ··r 'S c£r~-D .( ~ ~~·-~t- J 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are . making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in CO years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) St ol-t ( Oc ~ 
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PART B > y t' \ c:A_ . j _ / 

Option (suboption) under consideration f ·(c,_,vi' Y ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ __ 
Lower ____________ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? ~ 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ( , ,, .J 

r 

~ 
·t1 . I · "' . .; . 

Please try to quantify the your uncertaintt - bg oviding a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance t~at he actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this .range . ··.. ~ 

,. ' ' ~ ~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper · ;\ ,_......) ~ 

Lower \ ~ 

'""' \ 
Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 

implementation, duration or 
influence this estimate?) 

as the level of 
mber of project s that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
' J recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you · believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that t~ere is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expecte d value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? ){i~<-~~ ' <1 1;.· " . 
(. ;, II I·J "'i /",~ ' ·' :· 
·' . .' / / ,!'· ''-" . t' 

( /_,;.. ( 0 D' 

rf 
- ("l(j)/ . 

( - ~s () 
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Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100~ •.• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions ••. 



~ ' J ~- rf'· ) ( ·lf <r--'4 :J,..... ._,.-- ·~· v 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration cf!_.o-..1p {(r; 5' f 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) \ 

\ 
\ 

f' n t 
~ 

Acknowledging that there is u:Eertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence inte al. 

of 
by 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ______ ~.---
Lower -------->,.---

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? ..... ...______"' a--= 01 P, r 

\ l 8 0 ' 
\ '"),··0: I .. /,1, -l_P 1 Jr ,. .. o.~,· ;/' • t, .-1· ~, -. v '- '_.,._ 

/ // ' \" f ' ~~ ' t ..,· •' .. • ' / r . . ri' '.. /'A 
' ' .... ... ' ,~ . _,.., .. ,. - l/ . . ... /, ... ~ <~· 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

' - '. ~ - . ~ ' . 
Please try to quantify the your uncertainty ~y prov idfng' a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance t at the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this ra ge. •' 

~!/y Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _________ __ 
Lower ----------- _,...r;: ' ' J /,- /. . . c .( '- ' 

( ' / 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? ( rj· 

/ ' . '"/ {.' 5 {~P-J~v ,,{ -. 
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PART C 

Do you · believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) __________________ _ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Er)nce William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ uncert('jy 

(') 
(%) 

Assumptions? 



summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? •.. ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions .•. 



~a! ~pJ'~ 
~) 1) If ( l.r c? 

.--.---------
PART B ---

r Ire 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ________ _ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ __ 
Lower ------------

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~ 
J~ ir'if (e 

I 
Please try to quantify the your uncertaint~ providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance t at the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this r ge. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ __ 
Lower __________ __ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~~~ 
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PART C 

Do you·believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) __________________ _ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that tnere is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper _________ __ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ___ _ 

~75nty 
(%) 

Assumptions? 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions ••• 
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' ~~ 
under consideration ~r· (\r. 0 ,· ( _( i'h' 

PART B 

Option (suboption) 

Based on your s~'entific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement es 'mate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation this option. 

Expected recovery 

Acknowledging that there~· s uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please ry to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence 'nterval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper , 
Lower----~S\~----

' 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~ fD ~o J: ~ ;~r a v<?-
('1-(e::id-

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper U 0 
Lower I S"': 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you · believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that tpere is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

and/or Prince W:;,;:p Sou~ ~ Q'(A')c; 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

(UO 
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summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 

rate or degree of recovery evi1 rf(rthe~? ~ jj 5 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years)~ 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ~(/ 

Lower __ ~Lr~-----

Assumptions ... f~ f::; t;i~J ~A I 
()~ 
---~ ~0 ~·~~ 

~-F-•. I 
v-: · (/JL 
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PART B 

v I \. .,..:f-"'1 J rJJ• 1,~ f-( VJJ. ";\ t; , 
\)~.t_. .. ~ 

Option (suboption) under consideration t}~. ~ C ,. 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recov~ (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 1 j ( ~r-p· . 

Expected recovery (%) f f 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ __ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 50tfA:J 1 "') 0 ~ ( 0 ' 60~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ( 2 0 
Lower 2.Q 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

~) 
~~ 

(~ ''7f? cJ} 
( ~ 

: : ... J :1 c.. I'~ . 

' ~' vr 
Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 



PART C '~ ~ J.,1-3j7 J ruf 
Do you · believe that the habitat~is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? ~r No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall ·outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet: Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

I' s~ r'c-J ~b~ 
R_ { c_ I 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty · (%) 

Assumptions? 

Vo 



summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••. ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ------

Assumptions .•• 



Expert's Name: J{J/,1 fros/ 
PART A 

Date: 1'/ ~ '9Z. 

Injured resource /krhDtr o~IJ 
Pre-spill population estimates for PWS ~~ /~at -
(un-oiled) 

7; ;;;~!trd . I /0~ . <er"~Ult 

IU2 77i(~;~!v .· Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

/L7o~ of ..2~ 

[Metric used = J-s;t Jed\"~~ 1 f 
\..__ indv~e-s oi }J £ t~IIOJ J o.rea_s 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population ·recover? Please 
provide a sinqle estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no · more than 10% of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ---------
Lower ----------

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ______ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ______ _ 
Lower -------

Assumptions? 

Habitat: 

Disturbance: 

0.( (UJ. s 



Harvest {mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years {the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status {% of pre-spill) 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration £JJ.\1l ~H;y 1!198 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ __ 
Lower ----------

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ----------

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 1 lf 1 

I!IJ J.:..f,,..J 15r./..e., ol.-tJ k l1 " m""'r-~1 f'""' •• Ll f"!Jv£ih 
l¥1J. JwJ~J ,vtf,t,_, h 1¥ {"' cr .-ntf.e, /1;•"•/(w.~, +;,/..,rJ (.J,J.) / 
'caro · 
Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

:v~ <~- b,-,.w .J.y Ju.V ... V 
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Expert's Name: tJ:~r~ Date: If/ ?ec '9z 
PART A 

Injured resource Hacl./" · Se:t(.s 
~t/ld 

Pre-spill population estimates for PWS :v.d·u.s ~~t /03' 
(un-oiled) 

Post-spill population estimates for PWS \~,~ 77f 
(oiled) 

[Metric used = ] 

Without intervention, to what percent of the pre-spill population 
estimate (or un-oiled estimate) will the population·~ecover? Please 
provide a single estimate and then try to quantify your uncertainty 
by providing a range in percentages such that no more than 10 % of 
the actual degree of recovery falls outside of that range. 
(essentially, we are asking you to construct a 90% confidence 
interval) 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent) ___ __ 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 
Lower ----------

Without intervention, how many years will it take for the population 
to recover to the degree identified above? (If the degree of 
recovery described above is negative, this estimate will represent 
the amount of time for the ·· population to decline.) Again, please 
provide single . estimate in years, and envision a 90% confidence 
interval. 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ______ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ _ 
Lower ___ _ 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: 
'7£ .f... o Jfg {c~f..n~ ~ouJ) 

Disturbance: 

w\..J. t..rr' '()' ~'t<) ~'€ ~o~r):..,{ '"J J k< h_,_l_,./,j ,5 kJ(.L 
u\~ \tv ' I \ 11/ ~~'' '"'~'"" . v 



Harvest (mortality): 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of ce~ainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to be in years (the number of years provided 
above as the expected recovery time)? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under considarationrtk dl,ik,...b~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. -

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower ________ _ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would · you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. · 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower _________ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

CA.Ii k __.,J I 1,-.ef L·t"l f'ff'"J 
, 0 • 2P .... J.c. "'(~~ 1... ~ , \\ ~.Jl..~o. · \- \{..,t\1 IV k.. ("f }.. J; e · 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 1 

f'o.; ,..\
111 

kl..~c.l')~ ~t ~ (Qp{r'l o.-1 si-t(!....-e so ~ 9 1 fv(s ~ ...... ~ 
\) 

Se(ct~~ ~_d 



Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet: Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

· and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is_ the chance that pre~spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99. in 100? ••• ) 

PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration~,..,~., /eJV<4J-r.., 5J..,,k,./ ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please ~rovide a sinqle, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 



, .. 
With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10%. chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 

Assumptions? 

Lower __________ _ 

(Are there assumptions such as. the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recove~? . ! 1 fu 1 I /t I f , I 1 . J -f .. , ~- · ' ~· repro-dvcf, )43 'CJ/vla:· 'f·c.,7 15 rA:JJreo C'. ) 
~ 1Z= (_ • 5 QOJ II • . f I . 

Ju-LJ..t GPJ fv,ved. , 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet~ Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertai nty (%) 



PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

tbk<>~ I~ rv~~~ ""')_ elli~ I 

tJe... co~ '.f. JJ~.e J(,_ J<s l,, /"~a vdv.11 v/! N f .A ~ 1-L,_ 

efrub ~ Jilrt.,~ or L .-JJ~ ~ 'V· 



... . --.. _, 
·~ Expert 1 s Name : (Y/act:tWOfl .&,), k.~ij Date: JJ ~ 'Cf.2 

PART A-

Injured resource ·< •n•'q , ..... v ....... , , • ~-, 
~ -

Pre-spill population 
(un-oiled) for PWS ----------------------

Post-spill population estimates for PWS 
(oiled) 

Degree of recovery without intervention: 

~0,~ lcwv: &xtlf~o. t 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
. means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A. negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction. ) 

Expected recovery (percent)~ 
. . 

Uncertainty ( t) Upper: /flll 
Lower: ~ 

~ecovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs)_.._ . ._.13 _ __,__ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: ' ' · 
Lower: .9 

Assumptions? 

Habitat: rio ~~ J.. k.\.-lJ 

oisturbancer <r-· · 
Harvest (mortality): lti~ hv~~ 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to b~ in __ . years? · 

Expected status ( t of pre-spill) Jlk · l4tt t 
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. ~ 
:~ ~ · PART B 

Option (suboption) und~r ;consid~r~tio~ '!i:ncr&$. Lb t'T)VJ~' . 
. Based on your scientific. understanding, please provide - a single~ 

best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) 'wita 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (t) · /00 
• 

Acknowledging that . there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper .·/Cb 
Lower fl$fo 

. With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population .levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) __ ~g~----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by, providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. ' · 

Uncertainty (yrs) 

~~=~--· -""''"'·-· ---
Assumptions? . (Are there assumptions such as the level of 

·implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this est}.mate?) 

~-~- \-u... fc-Jt~\ f~ 

Are. any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

,...._ 
: . 

. ., 



PART C 

Do you believe ·that the habitat which is protected by this ·Option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) · 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could· you- imagine a 
realistic scel)l . io where they may .. become limiting? If so, please_ 
provide your 'llli 1e· best_,judgement estimate (in percent) of the 
potential impact the ·resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the ass tions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated 

Please try to quantify you~ uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the avtual impact will fall' outside of this 
range. 

,qncertairity (%) 

Assumptions: 

Is tnere reason to expect the effect~of this option to ·be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If · so, how? · {Note: repeat 'eart B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inle"; Kodiak/Alaska·· Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound) 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be . used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (% >~lo:;.;;l:K.-: ;.__ Uncertainty (%) ._ · ___ ......;..... __ 

Assumptions? 

~A--U OJ <h- uh 
' 

·I!! 
~ 

! 



summary . for Parts B-E: · 
·~ 

Overall, what do you think is , the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the ~roposed 
restoration option. (e~g. 1 i~ 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 ' in 100? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or.". What is the 
minimum ·# of years ·t~ recovery?) 

Exp.ected value (yearp) __ _ 

Uncertainty .(yrs) Upper ____ _ 
· Lower. · ------

Assumptions ••• 

G 

~ ....... 
~ 

' 



PART B I . 
Option (suboption) under consi~eratio;, f)f.lak . anadn>~~ _J... {1 . 
Based on · your scientific understanding 1 .please provide a single 1 

best-judgement estimate · of the· expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) 1a2 
. i 

.,. 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery 1 please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%) Upper /00 
Lower ------

With- implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach · pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ___ J]~----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required · will fall outside of this -range._ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper · · ' ' 
Lower----•,~----

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 

, influence this est\~~t~? ~ 1 
Assv~Ylp~,-,.,. ~ ),4~1-J- Tudo.t-hw 

Are any' assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~ 
~ 

, ~.J 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat '·~whiCh~ '.:is protected by this option 
is limiting .for the resource?- ':<''(Yes.'l:iC:t'' ~o) · 

,t ; .. • ..,.:... .. ,...; . • 

I_f the . habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic · scenario · where they may becomelimiting? If so, please 
·provide · your single ' best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to ·estimate the natural recovery 
rate) · · · 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a .10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall. outside of this 
.range. 

uncertainty (t) upper. · · · - · ., .·. 
Lower · ·. ,,. -

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the-effects of this option to be different 
outside- of Prince William Sound? · 

If ·so, how? {Note: · repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook. Inlet: ·. Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 

a'A;o%:.::::: ~ f:JU. Jw-~ ;~ ~>re f~, Jo..~~.-/.d. 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree_ of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that .. this option . could be used to bring the 
population above · pre~spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

-No 

~ 
-~ 



"1· :v .. 

summary for Parts B-B: 

Overall, what do you think is the .chance that :pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or. exceeded-as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ••• ) 

PART P (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

Wbat "is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum f of· years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) __ _ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ____ _ 
Lower ____ _ 

Assumptions ••• 

s-1 1(/A,.., r...,;,., r); ... lw. «>,Jy ~ k--- ~I. 

0 



.... 

PART B ·/ · I. 
OptiOn ( suboption) under consideration fJscb "11 ~£ ,/ICiyt> k ; · MJ.s, 

. i I . - . Based on your scientific understand ng, please prov~de a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery ·(in percent} with. 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%} JOO 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected ·recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. · 

Uncertainty (%} Upper J.oo 
Lower · 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years . would · you estimate · the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled}? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs} }3 . 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that .the actual recovery 
time ·required will fall outside of this range. · 

' 
Uncertainty (yrs} Upper _ __,_f.,., __ _ 

Lower !t 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration 
influence this estimate?} 

~"""'"Q- ff "'"j .,-- "'l'"'J, ~-

such as the level · of 
or number of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

11.!1 
~ 

.. ~"-



. ~ . ·' ~·}~.:J;:~y·i 
... ~-· .. -. 

PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat~ch is protected by this option' 
is limiting. for the resource? ~or~o) 

-
If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate- (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the ·assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

Estimated negative impact (%) JO-d.Ok ~.e 
Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 1.0 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall · outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions: 

~'J'd 

Upper ~1~) 
Lower -.:lDO 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option· to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas . if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/AI'aska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} . · 

fjv<jl '"'frl~cL rrlrcwql k V>",.,d- oF '110 , 

PARTE 
If the. rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option · could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill . levels?:... 

Expected value (%) ______ __ ·unce~ainty (%) 

·Assumptions? 

~ 
~ 



;, . 

1-
! 

summary for Parts B-B: 
. ~ · ... ~)~i~ .. ~ . . .• . . . . 

overall, what do youth;~ -_is :the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or. exceeded as a consequence-~of the proposed 
restoration option. (e~q.·· 1 in'- 10?, 8 in 10?, -99 in 10Q? •• ~) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for ·all 
relevant restoration options) 

can this option be combined ·with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is .the 
minimum f of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper_. ---------
Lower _____ __ 

Assumptions ••• 

' 

~ . ' 



1. 
I 
i 

PART :S · . . ~ 
, ' II' • 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~Q( :Eds~nq_ Dvl 

Based on your scientific understanding, please pro ide -a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) /Oo · · 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in . this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try . to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) ~~=~ ~~g, io'J.z 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the ·time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? . 

Expected time to recovery (yrs>~l~~=-------

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of ·this range. · 

Uncertainty (yrs) .UpJ;>er~. : .:-. ·. 
Lower~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, du):"ation or number of projects that 
influence -this estimate?) . . 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 



" 

-<I.. 
PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which is protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or No) 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) · 

Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall. outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
· outside of Prince William Sound? · 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William sound} 

.,rb.,J- fte ~~ 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) _______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

- ~(\ 

·( 



Expert's Name: 'Jb17 f.oby 
PART A - Natural Recovery 

Injured resource U,corr;oo dlurce .-.-- 1 
~1).1"/'en J...slo..'?Cls 

Pre-spill population estimates for 'PWS 
(un-oiled) _ · 

nate: 8 ,We ·cr~ 

(,_) - ../ 

:Rr..rr(Jf/ ulc.~d; 
Post-spill population estimates for~ 10 ~ <JOpo ,,;--Y '-,_ 

(oiled) .... - · . (1'- :-::- ~- ' t __ _, :· JT' 
,_. j 

Degree of recovery without intervention: 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery (percent)f/OO 

Uncertainty (%) Upper: LlcJ 
Lower: '_15 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ?; ~ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: 1:20 
Lower: vO _.:;___ __ 

Assumptions? 
! ~- { I , f , I , , ..-_ ~ \I ) !__ \ . ~ , ~;- ' • ' i t ,---,, " • ~ \ I 'l r • , . . (' , J,_. 1 • · , _. Habitat· r.s i~'JC? h · • · - -

• C'j i ! ~ : {II : 

/ I 'v I ,. .. _, '. , ,l _'"'.., : ~ . \ . ) ~~ rooo sv1/) 'I r .. ·· ' -
1 

\ ' _.· 

I ' I ' I ~ • • li 
Disturbance: tJo c+l..c (' · cl\r-c"~i t o ' }) r 5 

Harvest (mortality): 

-Crr --;·., r./ ,,.: · (-{ .~ .. -- · ,...·r ; f J ti I • .f - '-· .J , . ·- • • \L .~ .... .. . 

( ' r . , . . " ' ' , . ; . ,. I . 
/ '-' -..; t,.- ~[ " l I . , 

...... ~ - '" r ',.. - ,. .. -(, ' J ,, , , ' ·' .- - · 

;.-. ar<:'"n 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill not occurred, where would you expect 
the population to b e in New years? 

Expected status (% of pre-spill) / 3 0 CC'O 



PART B 
! 

Option (suboption) under consideration l fAuc-<. ,~ ;;> _. r >.: · •' ' ; . . . 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) JuC 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __ ~'~'-c~----
Lower ~ ;-

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) 7t) ---'-=----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper /~0 
---'---::------

Lower S'o 

Assumptions? (Are there ass umptions such as the level of 
impleme ntation, duration or numbe r o f proj ects that 
influe nce this e stimate ?) 

Are any assumptions diffe rent from those we identified under natural 
r e c overy? 

~~ 

:(· . -- I , 
I • 

f 1 / ( ! 



PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

~0 

Summary for Parts B-E: 
I.L:fe hoc-J 

Overall, what do you think is the cha ce that pre~spill population 
levels will be reache~~or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. ~.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ... ) 

MeA' rc. ('J~ 

t u- 7c ~ 

f~vl ( [;c. j - I '' . --- ,., . ,-. y 1.1 () -_,. ;.Y t C.. c . ·,-; r·n .... : r (; r.· ! ' -. . ~- · "1 n t
1 ., . ( 

I" L '( - I \ ' I - ~ ' L 'J /5wel Ls'C-rJc5 - i c rc~,,r c -.1- .( 
I . :'+: -.. -~ .... 

\. .. ' · css 
\ 
i·· cr e 

\ 
t>· ~L r t:., -' ~.Q 

<. ..-
·-- ':1 '-:., 

I 
.- I 
- ~ . : ,r r ;;_. -~·· t . - -·"' 

., i ' J :./ ... ._,/ rJ ,.# , . - ''-· 

. .. ....... -
--~ r \-/ 

• • 1,_ 



PART B 
\ 

Option (suboption) under consideration [J( ic.J.r.1 - rerlv·d )•; ti ' l1. o oc£ 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) /00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in 
expected recovery, please try to quantify 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 1/o 
Lower 7) 

this 
this 

assessment 
uncertainty 

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~) 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper / 2 0 
Lower \0 

Assumptions? (Are the r e assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

I "" • _. :,_., 

I 
.;· , · "') .. ;. -;· ,1 "'" & .... . ;., ~j: ~ .. 

I 
•1 ,- j {c~'( •t:', ·' (, ~ 

r,i- . i ; :: . - ~ ' 

\~.1 

Are a ny assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

· I· - .· il . I ) It ·· · 

...;-- ! 
I 0 ' 

!:_. ~ . -, . , ---~ ... ~ -7 5 Ct"' 1f?. 

-jj,G~ rv'lt~ Cct cJ (vk.(' ~' 

.Lc \.-: .. f , '· j : . 

! ''" [, , 1-v J.(.. 

I ... : f' {• .··' !; 

' ' ! 

If 1 
-· . . ' 

~ . . I . J 
rv7f!~5 1_.f f :C.. / ·f ':Jc.'~ j I ' 

I I I 
~_.I 
. . ( ~- cv /·· · ,., "": . J (''' '· ':.'j: 

' • .. (' 
,, . .' I"' 

i . 

) 

_;._-!: /· ·.,, ( ( 
\ 

,. , (1- / c ,.' .:J 
I 

J, ~Ckr· <_ 



PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to . bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? NO 

summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre...:spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 

t t . t. ( 1 • ? . ? . O? ) res ora 1on op 1on. e.g. 1n 10., 8 1n 10., 99 1n 10 ..•• 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration {,"hc. , }e 5ac icl s~ .. ">'L.J; 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ! · ·; 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper //0 
Lower ZS: 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) -----

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper _____ __ 

Assumptions? 

,/ 

(i i: Ci 

Lower _ ____ __ 

(Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration 
influence this estimate?) 

'.• l:· \c.: ., ·· ~ . L 

such as the level of 
or number of projects that 

Are any assumptions different from those we identifi e d under natural 
recovery? 

I . l l • I 
1-f He i Pc! /'\ ) r ,) -fPc 51 I r c! . 5 )Jr;:., : I f"rr(r. 1.- ( 

£\.· (::': ,r-r- ;,,j .... j 
ll.l 

; '1 . {' 
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:.._) I ·C< :' f -... "l ( : 



PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 
t\)0 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ..• ) 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration __ ~~~----~·~,--~~~----~--

Based on your scientific understanding, ~lease provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) 1 o 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

assessment 
uncertainty 

of 
by 

Uncertainty (%) Upper I 1 (.) 
Lower 7r.-· 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ___ '-______ _ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper )2D 
Lower -=~·r 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Ccvld bQ 

(
c (1 -~ 
]- ··i 

~~g\,\~1 ~f-~rc\ \/(. under ~---c r•,-.,L. ,. · ... ,Cc )1 .:;~---",-~; 
\.) \1 ·'I ' ,-·- ~ \1 . I I 

\ - ,{ I '. / ,' - ft" r• - .- / l ,. 
' 1 · ' ( ('• / ~ ·' ' ,-. . j /' l ) o ( ( ' · • > (\;":' ~ ··i C• • < c: -, ' .. -/ . • , ; .. -c , . , . . . . ~ . . - • - c· 

.... \ I;/ _. ~ ·I. ' . --~ / l 

/' -
' 

I.- ·I . 1:;:".( • , 

(,) I , . i 

Are ~ny assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

... .,.- c c .. /· r .f. · .•.• 1,...<( 

... 
/ 
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PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? ~0 - ! ..... o ('; I / - , ; 
t ' L t 1 ", ' · 

v 

summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre~spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ..• ) 



J 

PART B 
i 

Option ( subopt ion) under consideration f', t>! ~ ·· , , ; -. -' • , 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) JOO 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ___ ,_J~O~----
Lower I)-

assessment 
uncertainty 

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years ~ould you estimate . the time required to reach pre-spill . { 
populat1on levels (or un-o1led)? A .J.1 ,....- .r;:,( -r / .r 

5.5vrol,"1 0 . -~- V 
Expected time to recovery (yrs ) __ ~,~~--~~ --7 -r;11 jq·lc- ( lC,( f I 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years s uch that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper J2..0 

As sumptions? 

lh >) : 
, 

t~ ( -~/. -:_, 

Lower 5'0 

(Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration 
infl~ence this estimate?) 

t......,.. .• ,.., .. .. ~./t,: 

'I ;7,· ,,., , ..... ·• . 
/ ·- . r. ' 

~ .-· ~.- : .- .!. · .. -

s uch as the level of 
or number of projects that 

)T"~· 

( 

. 
' 

_L, 

_i
~- . 

_. ,.-- . . 

l:·jj ::~ 

Are a ny a s sumptions diffe r e nt from those we identifie d unde r natural 
r ecovery? 

~ -~J - / HP0 r · 
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PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? -

Expected value (%) ______ __ 

Assumptions? !\. t 
'JVo 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Uncertainty (%) 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ... ) 

Y~~ brc"' '"ff '~~b. I:& c;v1 ~ ;slc/1J5 -

+a ~'loJuo/ kckr.s ve c,,, ,AcJ, ,.;fi: .:.,""'o () 
cr-. 

l ,. 
~· ,o _.. J , 

relckl 
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PART B \. _, ./ r .:"( : _. 
/J l . ; . 

Option (suboption) under consideration [ Vr'[hc,S€ {ri/'0L(~ .. ·-:; ,.·, ,j.: 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide - a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) /00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper 110 
Lower 7"7-

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ________ __ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -----------

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions 
implementation, duration 
influence this estimate?) 

such as the level of 
or number of projects that 

! ~- I J • A 
,.... •• - ,.. c-- ~- ~ • i 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which ~protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or ~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) ~0 · 

Estimated negative impact (%) __________________ _ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ______ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
andjor Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ____ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

r 
· .. ·-. 
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PART B 

i .-·. l· 
Option (suboption} under consideration 5p!r, ::d . >~" ~~; '1 Qc, i Nl 

Based on your scientific understanding, 
1
please pr~ide - a single, 

best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent} wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%} ______ __ 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%} Upper __________ __ 
Lower -----------

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled}? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs} ________ __ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs} Upper _______ _ 
Lower --------

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 
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Are anyQassumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which ~ protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or~) 

-
If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) 

. . . ~D 
Est~mated negat~ve ~mpact (%) ________________________________ ____ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall" outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ____________________ _ 
Lower __________ ____ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William Sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ____________ ____ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

c 



summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100_? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

of recovery? 

1070/' 

Uncertainty ( yrs) Upper ________ __ 

Assumptions .•. 

-rry (.C•·'1b•l'l...::,\"\CI' 

Lower ________ __ 
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Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, a in 10?, 99 in 10~? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .. What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower --------

Assumptions ••. 

;,.,....., 
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Expert's Name: '/)tVlA ~'t" 
PART A - Natural Recovery 

Date: tZ/8/4'2-

f3x_? I~ 
Injured resource ~ f~V0Gl~~ 
Pre-spil~ population estimates for~~~~ /~0~~ 
(un-oiled) f 1 1 ·2 ( 1 )t50 - ~1 ~7 

f!fl;yUI7t ~ 
Po~t-spill population estimates for ~ 4Q. OlJO ~ 5q i1.J "--" 
(o1led) · ' 

Degree of recovery without intervention: 

(Note: 100% = full recovery to pre-spill baseline levels, <100% 
means that the population is not expected to naturally return 
to pre-spill status in the next 50 years. A negative value can 
be used to represent continuing decline, with -100% = local 
extinction.) 

Expected recovery (percenttfOO 

Uncertainty (%) upper: ·-ri~O 
Lower: .i15 

Recovery time needed without intervention: 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) @Q ~j 
Uncertainty (yrs) Upper: l1D 

Lower:-w 

?? 
·1o 

1 5c..J 
- ~ 

/7 b 
Assumptions? 

Habitat: ~0 ~~ ocJ 'OryvJL~ cJ J 0 

1-30 
Co 

0 

'') .:_) 

Disturbanc~: tJ~ ,vwlt\1\,~htA. C6WVN\ _h·']t~ u-J/v"-v..~ ~~ 
Uk Vco ~. \ (.<.v, I\1.0JS(! , A """ < ~ -~ C) 
l}J "'"""' , ~i:LU "'\ ~'~>"'> ""'"-' L" J"'- ~ '<:>P"""' .f--

Harve~~ (mortality) : ~ u 

Are there any differences in the assumptions you are making to 
arrive at the upper and lower bounds of your level of certainty? 

Had the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill ~curred, where would you expect 
the population to be in ___ yea . 

Expected status (%of pre-spill) jOOio 



PART B ftctuet ~~L at-
Option (suboption) under consideration c:..of .. -{J'v~ L"t.w. f-'0 ~~,_ o .. c)U1l -J.»--::> 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) I 00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper ttx:J 
Lower -'1 S 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? ~Ad ~ ~ A~~~ AJ~ 

/.))(;{.A_ I'~ '-
Expected time to recovery (yrs) l5 !..L~rvtAt 'h~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ! '2-0 
Lower ... SO 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~~~M~~-~ . , 

~ ~ ~ t,__ pMJU' 1/1;&-vv/ tLJJiL_ ···fD UVwv>- (¢'4 
~:>u.;f)11 ~ -~-M;!t1 ~1fv~ j 

VJ J'\ \~ v'1 \£V cf1 , coot>~ ,;.(- (.,(}~r 



PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: t 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels?kX) 

Expected value (%) Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre~spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ... ) 

ft;O-tDlo 

~ WJY\~~ 



k~~ajt~ 
Option ( suboption) under consideration (,:(~ d.)~~~ cet cd£1;~ 

PART B 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) 100 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper i I 0 
Lower 1S 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years ~ould you estimate . the time required . t:-9 reach pre-sp:+-~1 · [C.,~.-
populatlon levels (or un-o1led)? lA~~~ to_400.~11~ 0. Kq 

fSV\ \?CyJLiJ'.d.>h(IV) 1\.J-.~CLJL~ 
Expected time to recovery (yrs) 35 ~. 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper l 2-0 
Lower ~0 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

·--2 
-14:;::_ 

~-
~· 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ s.· 
{ 

~ 
Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural ~ 
recovery? ~ 
~ ~ ~ \x ~ AruJM.~.f., +;, u~ f'~.cYv.f' 
C\;A~'VtJ"(;~ ~ '(YWO~~ ~~·~ t~ (\.}..J)Jvv-- ~
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PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~0 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? •.. ) 



PART B tZt~-JwNLd $-X~· ~~~ c%t 
Option ( suboption) under consideration · (AMJ(\f.d·-- {NJ;J Y\12.. u[o·-vt--~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) I 00 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper I I 0 
Lower 1 5 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~ v~ {.)..,r)cf!./J1.~~'~ 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. . ,;_~ 1_~ CctM 4 su. 1-u.vJ t~U-o UJ\,V-0\. r.x-

Uncertainty ( yrs) Upper \20 ffNJ 11 . : .~- 0 •• ·-+6-v'\ S-vt;~~11 OV' 
Lower SO ~(~~ _(..,K .. c> , , . 

iJ\t.(_ & A:l:J'I'<) fo ;LOr · ~ 
u}.{}'\JLA~ !UC~a ~ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) ~~ 

~ .ili, ;(eel~ ~ 'J<'"' "'u)u{_ ~~ {{~ Lvv G 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 
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PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~() · 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ... ) 



PART B . Jh1rJWt;~ ~~) ~aeWV:'iflv, 
conslderation dp,, vv-,t S1 ~?-"' Option (suboption) under 

Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) ± I 0 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper \\0 
Lower rS 

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill J-n 
population levels (or un-oiled)? U.fil.AJ .. .J,l to )1·CjrM'fl·ctLvD( 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~z.:; ~ .fi4-C</11!J() Mfz/.J 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper 12-cO 
Lower 50 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

~- .k ~ c~,;v-c 1:.1/'t£&, f+v2 ~'i)U c{/ 10 ,;.-V>'Zl "-/Yt,'-{'fl_:) 1 ~ 
tfrF~ "" .,~-ttd. Ob (YU'~ . o o 

1\)W;L cJo J.N--CAf.A~i. (Jv--. ul<:>·w(J w-oJ,_ .k, & ~~,.;- t..ufr.JCJ--? 
v~i~ (j!AA. ft~ ~0()~ . 



PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~ · 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

Summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre~spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? ... ) 



PART B ~ ~· (J...VY/q' fu 

Option (suboption) under consideration ~iA~ L~~~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) with 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) t 100 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper t"" I I 0 
Lower t 1 c 2 

of 
by 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oi l ed)? AS5ut'V\i.'\Pl /i1/J.:f ~L(f'"~ cr:;-Y 

. c -c;0 ' ·~ ~u tn~7-
Expected t1me to recovery (yrs) le 'J- t /8 v ,Jv~ -;t.A4;:d cJ /}A · 

~0~ r. ,P ,~ uvtV<-t -
v{;i_/)v 1Vtf . .t..,.v v n 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty ~~providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% cha nce that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper l ?__ _{) 
Lower___,'}~D ___ _ 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influenc e this estimate? ) 

Are any assumptions different from those we identified under natural 
recovery? 

-lJ (J_ &-tv\ :J- t"lt~ ~ ~utta~ tp/v~ ~ ~~' 
{feLL (N-dJJ-.~ uvJJ M "'f to so% -Jvt ~ ~ 

' - M.t}L"f-' t\,UNVV' ;ttc._~v-o.:~ 
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PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? ~ 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 

summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 100? .•• ) 



PART B 

Option ( suboption) under consideration fuAc.iAo4. ~ ~ 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide - a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) -t ( 0 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper_~_f_lO ______ _ 
Lower~ 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? _ ~J~ _ +o offf-c:t ~teet~ 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) )?) ~ ()\ ~-

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
t ime required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper t~ 
Lower ~0 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the l evel of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

~~~o~~~y~ssumptions different from those we identified under natural 

Gw.t ~- ~~~ ~ .)1) 44tL tr--~ f_ocL ) o.Lh<-..1; 
~ o1rtJiov~ ~~~ dAR. ~-~~ 4-o ~ f'-i;ck_ . 
~0&\. ~~ ~t(~ -ft, ~. ~ ~·~ '* 5~ ~Jl 0'\J\ ~ ~~f . ~'Yl/1 1 frvu
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' 
PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat which ~protected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes or~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you - imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions used to estimate the natural recovery 
rate) · 

V\.,0 
Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall . outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper __________ _ 
Lower -------

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William sound? 

If so, how? (Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William Sound} 

PARTE 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: ~ 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) _____ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



summary for Parts B-E: 

Overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10~? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or •• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ___ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ____ _ 

Assumptions ••• 



PART B 

Option (suboption) under consideration .SfU~ 'De-S·1¢cf'V..e 
Based on your scientific understanding, please provide - a single, 
best-judgement estimate of the expected recovery (in percent) wit~ 
the implementation of this option. 

Expected recovery (%) +I 0 0 

Acknowledging that there is uncertainty in this assessment of 
expected recovery, please try to quantify this uncertainty by 
envisioning a 90% confidence interval. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper + ( lO 
Lower t 15 

With implementation of this option, in your best judgement, how many 
years would you estimate the time required to reach pre-spill 
population levels (or un-oiled)? 

Expected time to recovery (yrs) ~t)' 

Please try to quantify the your uncertainty by providing a range in 
years such that there is only a 10% chance that the actual recovery 
time required will fall outside of this range. 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper l '2.-0 
Lower ?0 

Assumptions? (Are there assumptions such as the level of 
implementation, duration or number of projects that 
influence this estimate?) 

Are any assumptions different f th · · · recovery? rom ose we 1dent1f1ed under natural 

~ i)JC. (W_ ~~ oAnJ\d til Hr/-~' q d.tve~ 
~uli~ fo ~~ Clllf.<;v:J • ~ --&;. L~ UJ~~ 
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PART C 

Do you believe that the habitat whic~rotected by this option 
is limiting for the resource? (Yes o~ 

If the habitats are not currently limiting, could you-- imagine a 
realistic scenario where they may become limiting? If so, please 
provide your single best-judgement estimate (in percent) of the
potential impact on the resource if this option is not implemented. 
(Consider the assumptions useq ,~o estimate the natural recovery 
rate) ~ 

:...--
Estimated negative impact (%) ________________ __ 

Please try to quantify your uncertainty such that there is only a 10 
percent chance that the actual impact will fall -outside of this 
range. 

Uncertainty (%) Upper _________ _ 
Lower __________ _ 

Assumptions: 

Is there reason to expect the effects of this option to be different 
outside of Prince William sound? 

If so, how? {Note: repeat Part B for other areas if 
necessary. Divisions = Kenai/Cook Inlet; Kodiak/Alaska Peninsula 
and/or Prince William sound} 

PART E 
If the rate or degree of recovery can be benefited by implementing 
the above option: 

Do you think that this option could be used to bring the 
population above pre-spill levels? 

Expected value (%) ______ __ Uncertainty (%) 

Assumptions? 



Summary for Parts B-E: 

overall, what do you think is the chance that pre-spill population 
levels will be reached or exceeded as a consequence of the proposed 
restoration option. (e.g. 1 in 10?, 8 in 10?, 99 in 10~? ••• ) 

PART F (To be completed after parts A-E have been addressed for all 
relevant restoration options) 

Can this option be combined with another option(s) to accelerate the 
rate or degree of recovery even further? 

What is the maximum potential rate of recovery? (or .• What is the 
minimum # of years to recovery?) 

Expected value (years) ____ __ 

Uncertainty (yrs) Upper ________ __ 
Lower ________ _ 

Assumptions .•• 

- ~\O.A<a Soc~ ~~ ~ ~ (Yt-t-J,.dfJJJ 




